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Abstract

The advent of a hydraulic modulator, which is the automotive part that can control

brake pressure on the wheels individually, gives a vehicle an additional authority to

control its yaw motion, and this additional control authority enables active safety

systems like Electronic Stability Control (ESC). ESC has been proven to be effective

in avoiding a large number of car crashes, but advances that can further reduce

the number are underway: recent developments in actuator technology for steering,

driving, and braking dramatically improve the performance of individual actuators

and expand the boundary of vehicle control authority achieved by the coordinated

actions of these actuators. This expanded control authority can serve as a physical

base to enable many new vehicle control systems that will further improve automobile

safety and performance than ESC.

This dissertation presents a method that utilizes expanded control authority for

allocating tire forces optimally with a convex optimization formulation. If a vehicle

has all three actuators (steering, driving, and braking) on all four wheels, each tire

ideally can generate any force within the tire’s maximum available friction capability

through combined actions of these actuators. The basic objective of the optimal tire

force allocation is to find a set of tire forces that keeps the usage of tire friction

capability equal over the four wheels and minimizes that usage as much as possible.

Achieving this objective has the advantage of preventing some tires from reaching

saturation before other tires, thereby keeping the vehicle from sideway skidding or

spinning out and enhancing automobile safety near the limits of handling.

However, actually implementing all three actuators at all four wheels is technically

challenging and costly. If there are any limits on actuation for a wheel, the feasible
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tire force region is restricted to a certain area in the entire area within the tire’s

maximum friction capability. To be practical, the formulation for the optimal tire

force allocation has to handle the situation of limited actuation by finding a set of

tire forces only within the feasible tire force regions. This dissertation shows that

the boundary of the feasible tire force region can be approximated by an ellipse

and circle for a wheel with steering and braking actuators. By simply taking these

approximations as constraints, the formulation for the optimal tire force allocation

gives a feasible set of tire forces for a given actuation layout.

Actual roads are not perfectly flat and usually have some non-zero degrees of

bank and grade. Even under these conditions, operating a vehicle with the basic

objective of the optimal tire force allocation—keeping the same and minimal friction

usage over the four wheels—has the same advantage of preventing some tires’ earlier

saturation. To achieve this objective, this dissertation presents a revised formulation

for the optimal tire force allocation that can handle the effects of non-zero bank angles

and grades of the road on the vehicle’s motion.

Experimental trajectory tracking demonstrates the advantages of the optimal tire

force allocation, especially near the limits of handling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Safety is one of the key values by which customers judge cars. To make cars safer,

engineers and researchers have devoted extensive effort to the development of vehicle

safety technologies. As a result, automotive manufacturers equip modern vehicles

with many safety features: besides passive safety such as seat belts and air bags,

active safety systems like Antilock Braking System (ABS) and Electronic Stability

Control (ESC) [67], [34] have also been widely adopted in passenger vehicles. In

addition, more advanced safety technologies, such as front-crash prevention, lane

departure warning, park assist, etc., are being introduced to the market.

Several recent studies have shown ESC to be effective in avoiding car crashes.

Starnes [60] stated in a NHTSA report that ESC saved an estimated 1,144 lives

among passenger vehicle occupants in 2012. Sivinski [57] in another NHTSA report

evaluated the effect of the installation of ESC on reducing single-vehicle crashes,

finding that crashes of cars and SUVs were reduced by 32 percent and 57 percent,

respectively. Wang [69] assessed the effectiveness of ESC on large trucks, and found

that ESC could prevent 40 to 56 percent of rollovers and 14 percent of loss-of-control

crashes. Owing to this effectiveness, ESC became a standard feature on 2012 and

later models of cars, SUVs, pickups and minivans in the United States.

One of the key physical components of ESC is an hydraulic modulator, which can
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

control brake pressures on the wheels individually. Before the advent of the hydraulic

modulator, the vehicle could only brake all wheels simultaneously according to the

driver’s pedal input, and the brake actuation in this way could not affect vehicle yaw

motion. With the hydraulic modulator, however, ESC selectively brakes some wheels

to control vehicle yaw motion and counteract sideways skidding and loss of control

of the vehicle. From the viewpoint of overall vehicle actuation, implementing the

hydraulic modulator gives the vehicle an additional degree of freedom for controlling

the vehicle’s yaw motion, and this additional actuating capability makes ESC possible.

However, current ESC systems cannot eliminate all fatal accidents. The referenced

studies above show not only the effectiveness of ESC but also that there is still room

for new active safety systems to further lower the fatal accident rates. Production

ESC systems also have some technological limitations. The ESC systems rely on a

small set of sensors that yield only limited vehicle state information to determine

when they activate. In addition, the current working principle of ESC is designed

to operate the hydraulic modulator as a main actuator and is difficult to extend to

the situation in which the vehicle has additional available actuators other than the

hydraulic actuator to correct the vehicle’s yaw motion.

Recent advances in actuator technology promise to dramatically change the way

in which individual actuators can be operated and coordinated. New drive systems

with in-wheel or multiple driving motors will make true all-wheel drive possible,

while current all-wheel drive systems split the power from a single source into four

wheels. By adopting a powerful electro-hydraulic or electro-mechanical brake system

and individual steering motors at each wheel, the vehicle can fully modulate braking

torques and steering angles of all four wheels individually. Additionally, these new

actuating systems are inherently associated with by-wire technology, which replaces

direct mechanical linkages from driver’s inputs to actuators with electro-mechanical

control systems using human-machine interfaces. By-wire technology brings great

flexibility in implementing new actuator control strategies to complement human

driver’s operations.

As these technologies are being applied to vehicles, they are gaining more actuating

authority. This expanded actuating capability will serve as a physical base to enable
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many new vehicle control systems that will further improve automobile safety and

performance, as the capability to rapidly modulate brake pressures individually and

therefore control the vehicle’s yaw motion makes ABS and ESC possible.

However, implementing new, separate controllers for these additional actuators

individually or in some combinations can result in actuator fighting, lack of trans-

parency, and impairment of the overall vehicle performance. Therefore, an algorithm

is required to operate all available actuators in an integrated fashion in order to

achieve a specific vehicle-motion-control objective.

1.2 State of the art

The most popular actuating layout for passenger vehicles is front-wheel steering,

front-wheel drive, and four-wheel brakes with a predefined brake-pressure proportion

between the front and rear axles. These actuating capabilities are controlled by the

following input devices: a steering wheel, gas pedal, and brake pedal. By operating

these input devices and therefore regulating three actuating capabilities, the driver

performs the basic functions of a vehicle for normal driving: cornering, accelerating,

and stopping.

However, there are situations in which operating the vehicle with only these basic

actuators is not enough for safe driving. For example, when the driver drives on an

icy or wet road or executes an emergency maneuver, a slight mistake in controlling

the actuators can lead to a fatal accident. Under these driving circumstances, the

vehicle operates near the limits of handling, which means that the finite available

traction between the vehicle’s tires and road is almost completely utilized.

If the vehicle reaches this status while driving on a straight line, excessive acceler-

ation or braking can cause some wheels to completely lose their grip on the road and

can eventually make the vehicle impossible to accelerate or stop as intended. Once the

vehicle reaches this limited traction situation while turning, there is a high probabil-

ity that the vehicle shows either of the following behaviors depending on which tires

reach full saturation first: the vehicle skids sideways if the front tires reach saturation

first, while the vehicle loses control and spins out if the rear tires reach saturation
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Vehicle’s behaviors near the limits of handling: (a) Understeer and (b)
Oversteer [14].

first. These situations are referred to as understeer and oversteer, respectively, and

shown in Figure 1.1.

Racecar or skillful drivers may recover from these adverse situations by carefully

controlling only the given basic actuators, but average drivers are unlikely to handle

these critical situations correctly. At the same situations, however, having more

actuators on a vehicle can be greatly beneficial in preventing the vehicle from losing

stability or controllability. Combining additional physical actuating capabilities with

smart control strategies gives the vehicle the ability to manage the traction of the

four wheels in a way that makes the vehicle safer. Several actuating technologies have

been introduced to the market already, and control schemes utilizing these actuators

are being actively investigated in both industry and academia.

1.2.1 Developments of actuating technology

Steering, driving, and braking are the three actuating capabilities that control traction

of a tire for passenger vehicles. While steering and braking are easily associated

with the corresponding actuator actions on a tire, driving is rather ambiguous. In

the context of this dissertation, driving mainly indicates the actuator action that

generate positive longitudinal force on a tire. There has been continual effort to

apply these actuating capabilities to all four wheels. This section lists some of the

existing technologies on the market and upcoming technologies under development

for passenger cars.
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For four-wheel drive, several car manufacturers have developed their own systems.

Audi introduced a four-wheel drive system named “quattro” in 1980 [38, 4], and the

system is well known for its operation mainly with mechanical components in some

versions. Mercedes-Benz has developed “4Matic,” which divides the engine torque

between the front and rear axles using a computer-controlled traction system [37].

These systems and most other four-wheel drive systems on the market distribute the

power from a single combustion engine to four wheels and have a limited range of

the torque-split ratio. For hybrid or electric vehicles, the four-wheel-drive function

can be achieved by implementing multiple driving actuators. Tesla offers the option

of a dual-driving-motor configuration, which enables completely independent control

over the driving torque on each axle [62]. A more progressive approach for four-wheel

drive is also under development: in-wheel motors at four wheels. Protean Electric,

one of the companies that develop an in-wheel electric drive system, demonstrated

the actual application of its in-wheel motors on a standard passenger vehicle [20].

Four-wheel steering has also been explored by several car companies. Since Honda

introduced the “Prelude” in 1987 with a mechanical four-wheel-steering system [56],

the four-wheel-steering function has continued to be applied to some passenger car

models. Recently, luxury sedans have widely adopted this function as part of the

available options. For the current four-wheel-steering systems, however, front-wheel

steering is still the major means of steering action while rear-wheel steering remains

as an auxiliary means to support the front-wheel steering. Therefore, the range of

the rear-steering angle is limited to just a few degrees. Acura’s “Precision All-wheel

Steer” employs a separate steering actuator for each wheel of the rear axle, which

enables a car to steer the rear wheels independently [2].

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the hydraulic modulator on the brake system has

become a standard component for passenger vehicles. Even with the hydraulic mod-

ulator, however, the major portion of brake pressure is still provided by the driver’s

pedal pressure most of the time. “Sensotronic Brake Control,” which is an electro-

hydraulic brake system developed by Bosch and Daimler [48, 31], has no direct hy-

draulic connection between the driver’s pedal pressure and the actual brake pressure

application. This system enables fully independent regulation of the hydraulic brake
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pressure at each wheel. Brembo, a brake-solution provider, also announced its own

brake-by-wire system, which could adopt an electro-mechanical brake for the rear

wheels [71].

1.2.2 Automotive control using over-actuation capability

As steering, driving, and braking of each wheel are being independently actuated,

vehicles are becoming over-actuated. This means that the number of available control

inputs to influence the vehicle motion exceeds the number of vehicle states to be

controlled. For example, a vehicle with independent four-wheel braking can regulate

its longitudinal speed using only either the front brakes or the rear brakes.

In line with the trend of vehicles becoming over-actuated, considerable research

effort has been devoted to the development of integrated chassis control systems that

coordinate multiple actuators of different over-actuated configurations. The major

objective of these control systems is to expand the margins of stability and enhance

maneuverability of the vehicle to a level that conventionally actuated vehicles cannot

achieve. More specifically, the controllers manipulate the dynamics of vehicle states

closely related to stability and maneuverability by using an over-actuation capability.

These controllers are grouped into two categories according to their choice of major

control inputs: controllers in the first category allocate actuator commands, and

controllers in the second category allocate tire forces.

Actuator command allocation

The formulation of the control systems in the first category starts with assigning

control input variables specific to a given over-actuation layout. Some researchers

adopt a control variable directly corresponding to each physical actuator command:

for example, a torque variable is assigned to every driving motor or brake actuator [27].

Others replace the lumped effect from combined actions of some actuators with one

control variable: for example, the effect of differential braking can be described by

one variable that equals a yaw moment generated by differential braking [6]. The

common benefit of these approaches is that the physical limits of actuators can be
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easily taken into account by directly imposing constraints on control input variables.

Once the control input variables are established, various control techniques can be

applied to determine the values of these control inputs that are necessary to achieve

a given control objective.

A number of control systems have been proposed for the control objective of

regulating vehicle states in a desired way or within a stable region. Carlson and

Gerdes [7] developed a model predictive control (MPC) scheme that coordinates ac-

tive front steering and differential braking to track a driver’s intent and prevent a

vehicle rollover. They chose a front steering angle and four longitudinal tire forces

generated by differential braking as their control inputs. For the same actuation lay-

out, Di Cairano et al. [6] also adopted an MPC technique to design a controller that

improves vehicle yaw stability. For their MPC formulation, they built a piecewise-

affine vehicle dynamics model that has a front steering angle and a yaw moment from

differential braking as control inputs. Nam et al. [43] designed a controller regulat-

ing body sideslip angle and yaw rate using a vehicle with active front steering and

independent rear driving motors. Although they, too, adopted a front steering angle

and a yaw moment from independent rear driving motors as control inputs, they used

an adaptive feedforward-feedback controller structure to regulate the sideslip angle

and yaw rate. Kang et al. [27] proposed a driving control algorithm that prevents

rollover and improves vehicle maneuverability and lateral stability by coordinating

independent front- and rear-drive motors and four-wheel independent braking mod-

ules. In this work, desired total longitudinal force and yaw moment at and around

the center of gravity of the vehicle were calculated and then realized by two driving

torque inputs from the front and rear axles and four braking torque inputs from the

four wheels. De Novellis et al. [10] implemented a torque-vectoring controller for a

four-wheel-drive vehicle to improve vehicle handling characteristics. Once total force

and moment demands at and around the center of gravity of the vehicle were calcu-

lated to achieve a set of reference understeer characteristics, the optimal allocation of

longitudinal tire forces was determined after the performance of different optimization

objective functions were compared.

Another control objective that can benefit from the over-actuation capability is
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trajectory tracking. For conventionally actuated vehicles, the number of tracking

errors that can be regulated is reduced to the number of available actuators by ig-

noring one of the tracking errors or adopting a new variable that lumps together

some tracking-error terms [22]. Over-actuated vehicles, in contrast, can utilize their

expanded control authority to regulate more tracking errors individually. Falcone et

al. [13] used MPC to optimize multiple actuator inputs, a front steering angle and

longitudinal tire slips of the four wheels, and thereby achieved high performance in

tracking reference path, heading, and speed profiles.

Tire force allocation

The control systems in the second category specifically focus on allocation of tire

forces among the four wheels. Because handling and stability of a vehicle are directly

dictated by tire forces and their saturation [16, 46], explicitly handling tire forces in

automotive control system design is greatly beneficial to anticipate and prevent un-

desirable situations—for example, understeer and oversteer—especially at the limits

of handling.

The basic assumption in this category is that having all three actuators for steer-

ing, driving, and braking enables a tire to deploy any set of tire forces within its

friction or actuators’ physical limits [46]. As a result, approaches in this category

adopt longitudinal and lateral tire forces of the wheels as major control input vari-

ables, while the control systems in the first category directly relate control objectives

to physical actuator commands specific to a given actuation layout. If the vehicle is

equipped with active suspension, normal tire forces can also be regarded as control-

lable variables. This expanded capability for the deployment of tire forces enables

an over-actuated vehicle to allocate tire forces among the four wheels in ways that a

vehicle with a conventional actuation layout cannot achieve.

Most approaches in the tire force allocation category start by calculating total

force and yaw moment at and around the center of gravity of a vehicle that regulate

planar motion of the vehicle to achieve any given vehicle control objective. Once

these total demands are calculated, the optimal set of individual tire forces achieving

the total demands are obtained by solving an optimization problem that minimizes
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a specific cost function in terms of tire forces. To parameterize the level of tire force

saturation, the friction usage of each tire is defined as the ratio of actual tire force

usage to maximum available friction capability and therefore frequently used in cost

function expressions.

A number of cost functions have been proposed to achieve desired characteristics

of tire force allocation. Mokhiamar and Abe [41, 1] took a weighted sum of each tire’s

friction usage as their cost function. The authors investigated how different sets of

weighting coefficients affect vehicle handling performance [42]. While Kim et al. [29]

adopted the same cost function, they applied an optimal tire force allocation method

to control a six-wheel-drive and six-wheel-steer vehicle. Suzuki et al. [64] suggested

two cost functions: one is identical to Mokhiama and Abe’s cost function; the other

is a sum of each tire’s energy dissipation. Roshanbin and Naraghi [51], Naraghi et

al. [44] and Tavasoli et al. [65] proposed a cost function that consists of two terms:

the first term is a sum of each tire’s friction usage; the second is a sum of each tire’s

longitudinal tire force usage. By adjusting the relative weight between the two terms

according to the tires’ friction usage levels, the contribution of longitudinal tire forces

toward total demands is changed. The purpose of this cost function is to suppress

excessive use of longitudinal tire forces at a low friction usage level because changes

in longitudinal acceleration can be uncomfortable for passengers.

The optimization problems of these approaches adopt cost functions with only

squared tire force terms and linear equality constraints that relate total demands and

individual tire forces. Therefore, the optimization can be formulated as a convex

optimization problem. There exist variations of this formulation. Song et al. [59]

adopted additional linear inequality constraints that approximate the tires’ friction

circles by simplifying them with octagons. Instead of using the equality constraints,

Wang et al. [70] and Li et al. [33] added to the cost function—which is the sum of

each tire’s friction usage—a term that represents the difference between the total

force and moment that are demanded and those that are realized by tire forces. Then

the optimization becomes an unconstrained convex optimization problem.

A few approaches have focused on balanced distribution of tire forces among

the wheels because minimizing the total sum does not guarantee that some tires
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do not reach saturation before other tires do. This consideration for saturation of

individual tires becomes important as a car approaches the limits of handling. Ono

et al. [45] developed a special optimization formulation with the assumption that

the four wheels have equal friction usage. With this formulation, an optimized set

of tire forces naturally resulted in equal friction usage over the four wheels. Peng

et al. [49] proposed a cost function intended to achieve the same objective—equal

friction usage over the four wheels—and explicitly adopted friction circles of the four

tires as quadratic inequality constraints. Luo et al. [35] and Dai et al. [9] employed

a cost function that is a weighted sum of the variance and mean of the tires’ friction

usages, which also tries to achieve equal friction usage over the four wheels.

These approaches can achieve equal friction usage over the four wheels and there-

fore help to enhance vehicle stability especially near the limits of handling, but they

require special optimization solving techniques to treat the non-convexity of their

cost functions. Therefore, the optimization in the approaches for balanced tire force

allocation lacks two major benefits of a convex optimization formulation: a guarantee

that any local minimum found is a global minimum, and existing tools that can solve a

convex optimization problem efficiently for real-time automotive control applications.

These two properties become essential when optimization-based control is applied

to the operation of a vehicle near the limits of handling, which is often tied to immi-

nent emergency situations. If the convergence to a global minimum is not guaranteed,

the optimization solver can generate quite different sets of control inputs to closely

spaced sets of optimization parameters. This difference will cause large fluctuation in

actuator commands between adjacent time steps and therefore can result in undesir-

able vehicle behaviors. Also, in a real emergency, the optimization must be calculable

in real-time. Otherwise, the vehicle could be too late responding to a threat.

Most of the approaches above presuppose that the vehicle has steering, driving,

and braking actuators, in some cases including active suspension, at all four wheels.

However, because actually implementing all these actuators at all four wheels is tech-

nically challenging and costly, it is necessary to consider situations in which the ve-

hicle remains over-actuated even though some of the actuators are not implemented.

Roshanbin and Naraghi [51], Naraghi et al. [44], and Tavasoli et al. [65] assumed that
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their controllers do not utilize a driving capability. To impose this physical limit on

their optimization formulations, they adopted linear inequality constraints that limit

positive longitudinal tire forces of the four wheels by assuming a simplified relation-

ship between actuator actions and resulting tire forces. Andreasson [3] and Jonasson

et al. [25] analyzed a number of differently actuated vehicles and presented key find-

ings on how tire forces are generated with each actuation layout when steering angles

are given.

1.3 Dissertation contributions and outline

This dissertation presents a controller that aims to optimally allocate tire forces over

all four wheels for an over-actuated vehicle. The basic objective of this optimal allo-

cation is to keep the usage of total tire friction capability equal over the four wheels.

By achieving this objective, the controller can prevent some tires from reaching sat-

uration before other tires, which can prohibit understeer and oversteer. While the

optimal tire force allocation can be combined with any high-level vehicle motion con-

trol objective, the task of trajectory tracking near the limits of handling is chosen as

the high-level objective in order to operate a vehicle near the limits constantly and

show the performance of the optimal tire force allocation in this operating regime.

Also, tracking a trajectory near the limits itself is one of the important vehicle control

objectives as some of approaches for executing emergency maneuver has focused on

developing trajectory tracking controllers [52, 58, 66, 28].

The three key contributions of this dissertation are presented below, each contri-

bution corresponding to one chapter.

Chapter 2, Optimal Force Allocation for Trajectory Tracking:

Formulating a tire force allocation algorithm as a convex optimization

problem

The objective of the controller is to utilize the over-actuation capability for allocat-

ing tire forces optimally while tracking a desired trajectory on a flat road. Chapter 2

presents how the controller is designed to achieve this objective.
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The controller is structured hierarchically to treat the trajectory tracking problem

and the optimal tire force allocation problem separately. The trajectory tracking

problem is handled by a feedforward-feedback control technique to calculate the total

force and moment demands at and about the center of gravity of the vehicle that are

required to make the vehicle follow a given trajectory.

For the optimal tire force allocation problem, the objective is to keep the usage of

tire friction capability equal over the four wheels and minimize that usage as much as

possible. Based on the assumption that a vehicle is over-actuated and has full control

of all three actuators (steering, driving, and braking) at all four wheels, 12 actuators

in total, an algorithm is formulated as a convex optimization problem. In contrast,

other allocation algorithms for the same allocation objective in the literature are often

formulated as a non-convex optimization problem.

Experimental results demonstrate the controller’s tracking performance for a tra-

jectory that demands using up to 90% of the vehicle’s maximum friction capability.

In the experiment, solving the convex optimization problem was replaced by interpo-

lation using a map, which relates a set of discrete total demands to the corresponding

tire forces by solving the optimization off-line. Though this replacement does not take

one of the benefits of a convex optimization formulation, which is to be suitable for

real-time implementation, the other benefit of the convergence to a global minimum

guarantees the strict one-to-one relationship between total demands and tire forces.

Chapter 3, Handling Limited Actuation:

Identifying feasible tire force regions for a limited-actuation layout

Developing constraints to express these regions in the allocation algorithm

The allocation algorithm in Chapter 2 assumes that each wheel of a vehicle has

all three actuators (steering, driving, and braking), and that the feasible force region

of the wheel is the entire area within the tire’s friction limit. If a wheel lacks one of

the three actuators for practical reasons, however, the feasible tire force region of the

wheel is restricted to a certain range.

Chapter 3 explains how to handle this situation by using the allocation algorithm
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in Chapter 2 with slight modifications. The first necessary modification is to add

new constraints that can describe the feasible tire force regions for a given limited-

actuation layout. By making some reasonable assumptions, these new constraints can

be expressed in a concave form with measurable parameters alone. As a result, the

allocation algorithm with the new constraints for feasible tire force regions keeps the

form of a convex optimization formulation.

With the limited actuation, a new situation can occur in which it is no longer

possible to achieve the original force allocation objective, which was to keep the

usage of tire friction capability equal over the four wheels. In this situation, some

tires have to use more of their friction capability than others to compensate for the

restricted tire force generation of those other tires due to the limited actuation. The

second necessary modification is to implement an additional algorithm that handles

different friction usages.

The new allocation algorithm with the modifications above results in a feasible set

of tire forces that can be generated by the given limited-actuation layout. Experimen-

tal results validate that the controller achieves this goal while tracking a trajectory.

Chapter 4, Force Allocation on a Road with Changing Geometry:

Integrating the effects of driving on an uneven road into the allocation

algorithm

A vehicle is assumed to drive on a level road in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. All of the

approaches to optimal tire force allocation in Section 1.2.2 also assume a level motion

of the vehicle. However, actual roads are not perfectly flat and usually involve non-

zero bank angles and grades. Because these road geometry components can greatly

affect the vehicle’s motion [61, 68, 32], the optimal tire force allocation also needs to

take into account the effects of driving on a road with changing geometry.

Driving on these uneven roads particularly affects the vehicle’s motion in the

following two ways: the arrangement of the vehicle frame is changing with respect

to the direction of the gravitational force, and the normal force distribution becomes

different from that on a flat road.

Even with these changes, the objectives of the optimal force allocation in Chapter 2
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and Chapter 3 are still valid for preventing the vehicle from encountering understeer

or oversteer near the limits of handling. Chapter 4 describes how to take the effects of

non-zero bank angles and grades of the road into account using the existing structure

of the optimal force allocation algorithm. After an analysis of what changes happen

to the normal force distribution when the vehicle is driving on a three-dimensional

road, those changes are modeled in a form that can be incorporated into the allocation

formulation.

Actual driving on an uneven road with these two different algorithms demonstrates

that force allocation that considers non-zero bank and grade of the road exhibits

better tracking performance than force allocation assuming a level motion.



Chapter 2

Optimal Tire Force Allocation

In this chapter, it is assumed that a vehicle is over-actuated and has full control of

all three actuators (steering, driving, and braking) over four wheels, 12 actuators in

total. Based on this assumption, a controller utilizes this over-actuating capability for

allocating tire forces optimally while tracking a desired trajectory on a flat road. The

basic objective of this optimal allocation is to keep the usage of tire friction capability

equal over the four wheels and minimize that usage as much as possible. Achieving

this goal has the advantage of preventing some tires from reaching saturation before

other tires. An algorithm for the optimal tire force allocation is formulated as a

convex optimization problem and combined with trajectory tracking to follow the

desired speed, heading, and lateral position of a vehicle.

2.1 Controller architecture

As assumed in Chapter 1, combined actions of three actuators (steering, driving and

braking) can generate any tire force within the friction limit. In other words, for a

given tire force, there is always a matching set of actuator commands. This premise

enables tire forces instead of actuator commands to be used as variables for analysis.

Moreover, if the vehicle is assumed to be a rigid body, the tire forces of the four wheels

can be replaced by total force and total yaw moment applied at and around the center

of gravity of the vehicle. Then the motion of the vehicle and the trajectory tracking

15
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Figure 2.1: Equivalent relationship between actuator command, tire forces, and re-
sultant forces/moment

problem can be analyzed with these resultant total force and moment instead of with

the individual tire forces.

Figure 2.1 shows this equivalence between the actuator commands, the tire forces,

and the total force and moment at and about the center of gravity of the vehicle. δi,

τi and Pi are the steering angle, driving torque, and brake pressure at each wheel,

respectively (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr], where fl, fr, rl, and rr refer to the front left, front right,

rear left, and rear right wheel, respectively). These terms are defined in Section 2.4.

~Fti is the tire force at each wheel while the dotted circle represents the friction limit,

and ~Ftotal and ~Mtotal are the total force and moment at and about the center of gravity

of the vehicle.

The goal of the controller is to calculate physical actuator commands of the four

wheels (steering angles, driving torques, and brake pressures) that achieve the two

control objectives of tracking a trajectory and optimally allocating tire forces concur-

rently. Owing to the equivalence shown in Figure 2.1, the controller can be structured

to treat trajectory tracking, optimal tire force allocation and actuator command cal-

culation separately in the order shown in Figure 2.2.

This separation has two major advantages. The first is the lack of the need to

linearize system dynamics for a controller formulation. There is a non-linear relation-

ship between physical actuator commands and the corresponding tire force generated

from those actuator actions. To incorporate actuator commands as control variables

directly into the controller formulation, one usually has to linearize the non-linear
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Figure 2.2: Overall controller structure

relationship, which can result in the loss of some of the characteristics of the relation-

ship. By assigning tire forces as control variables and calculating actuator commands

from those forces later, however, it is not necessary to adopt any linearization in the

controller formulation.

The second advantage is that each part of the controller can behave like a mod-

ule and be replaced by another module to handle different situations and control

objectives. By making trajectory tracking independent of tire force allocation, the

trajectory tracking module can be generically applied to any actuating configurations

of the vehicle because the difference in actuating configuration can be handled by

merely adopting a different tire force allocation module without changing the trajec-

tory tracking module and the entire controller architecture. Therefore, it becomes

easy to treat different actuator layouts with one controller structure. In turn, the

tire force allocation module can be combined with different total demand calculation

modules that adopt other control objectives or control techniques. Harkegard and

Glad [21] and Johanssen and Fossen [23] listed additional advantages of this type of

separation for over-actuated nonlinear systems.
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The rest of this chapter describes each part of the controller in detail. Section 2.2

explains how to calculate the total force and moment demands at and about the

center of gravity of the vehicle that are required to make the vehicle follow a given

trajectory. After interpreting the information of the given trajectory as desired vehi-

cle states, the controller calculates the feedforward portion of the total demands from

the desired vehicle states while minimizing tracking errors by applying the feedback

portion of the total demands. Section 2.3 describes how to distribute these total

demands to individual tire forces optimally. The goal of the optimal allocation is

to achieve equal friction usage among the four wheels while minimizing that friction

usage. The algorithm to achieve this goal is formulated with an intuitive convex opti-

mization problem. Section 2.4 shows the conversion from the optimized tire forces to

actuator commands through a coupled tire force model. Section 2.5 presents exper-

imental results demonstrating the controller’s tracking performance for a trajectory

that demands using up to 90% of the vehicle’s maximum friction capability.

2.2 Total demands for trajectory tracking

This section explains how to calculate total force and moment demands at and about

the center of gravity of the vehicle that are necessary for tracking a desired trajectory

on a flat road. The equations for vehicle and tracking error dynamics are derived.

Based on the analysis of these dynamics, the total force and moment demands are

calculated by dividing them into two components: a feedforward part and a feedback

part.

The feedforward force and moment demands are calculated with the assumption

that a vehicle exactly follows the desired trajectory. The information of the desired

trajectory is converted into the desired translational and yaw accelerations of the

vehicle, and multiplying these accelerations by the vehicle’s mass and inertia produces

the feedforward force and moment demands, respectively. But in real situations,

applying only the feedforward demands cannot ensure that the vehicle will follow the

profiles of the given trajectory due to external disturbances, modeling errors, etc. To

correct the vehicle’s departure from the trajectory, the feedback force and moment
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demands are calculated with the purpose of minimizing lateral departure from the

desired path and deviations from the desired speed and heading profiles.

2.2.1 Vehicle and tracking error dynamics

In order to describe the vehicle dynamics, a planar four-wheel vehicle model with

three states is adopted. The three states are the vehicle’s longitudinal speed ux,

lateral speed uy, and yaw rate r, and these variables are referenced to the vehicle-

fixed coordinate frame in which the axes x̂ and ẑ lie along the forward longitudinal

direction of the vehicle and the upward nomal direction to the ground, respectively,

as shown in Figure 2.3.

In Figure 2.3, a force generated at each wheel are replaced by the equivalent set

of longitudinal and lateral forces at each wheel Fxi and Fyi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]) along the

x and y axes of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. For the rest of this dissertation,

these forces are referred to as the general axle forces. This replacement is useful

in formulating a force allocation algorithm in the following section without having

advance knowledge of the directions of wheel heading.

The sum of the general axle forces and the yaw moment by these forces about

the center of gravity can be replaced by the longitudinal and lateral resultants and
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moment at and about the center of gravity Fx,total, Fy,total, and Mz,total:

Fx,total = Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr

Fy,total = Fyfl + Fyfr + Fyrl + Fyrr

Mz,total = a(Fyfl + Fyfr)− b(Fyrl + Fyrr)

+ d/2(Fxfr + Fxrr)− d/2(Fxfl + Fxrl).

(2.1)

where a and b are the distances from the vehicle’s center of gravity to the front and

rear axles, respectively, and d is the track width, as shown in Figure 2.3.

With these parameters, the equations of motion are as follows:

max = m(u̇x − ruy) = Fx,total

may = m(u̇y + rux) = Fy,total

Iz ṙ = Mz,total.

(2.2)

where m and Iz are the mass and the yaw inertia, respectively; and ax and ay are the

vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral accelerations at the center of gravity, respectively.

In this dissertation, a desired trajectory is described by its geometric path, a speed
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profile tangent to the path, and a heading profile of the vehicle relative to the tangent

of the path. Defining these elements of the trajectory gives the heading of the path

ψp, the desired speed of the vehicle tangent to the path V , and the desired heading of

the vehicle relative to the heading of the path ψpv at a specific point on the desired

path, as depicted in Figure 2.4. These terms are defined as functions of the path

length s.

Figure 2.4 also shows the situation in which the vehicle deviates from the desired

trajectory. The departure from the trajectory is defined by the differences between

the desired trajectory and the actual vehicle states and is quantified as three scalar

terms for lateral, speed, and heading tracking errors. These errors are referenced to

an instantaneous coordinate frame in which the axis t̂ lies along the tangent of the

path at the minimum distance point from the vehicle’s center of gravity. The axis n̂ is

the dot product of ẑ and t̂. The lateral error ẽ is that minimum distance between the

desired path and the vehicle’s center of gravity. The speed error Ṽ is the difference

between the desired speed at the minimum distance point and the vehicle’s actual

speed along the direction parallel to the tangent of the path. The heading error ψ̃

is the difference between the desired heading of the vehicle at the minimum distance

point and the vehicle’s actual heading. According to these definitions, the derivatives

of the lateral error ˙̃e, Ṽ , and ψ̃ are as follows:

˙̃e = ux sin(ψ̃ + ψpv) + uy cos(ψ̃ + ψpv)

Ṽ = [ux cos(ψ̃ + ψpv)− uy sin(ψ̃ + ψpv)]− V

ψ̃ = ψact − ψdes = ψact − (ψp + ψpv)

(2.3)

where ψact and ψdes are the vehicle’s actual and desired heading angles, respectively.

The vehicle’s actual states can be described by the tracking errors and the desired

trajectory descriptions by reformulating (2.3):

ux = (Ṽ + V ) cos(ψ̃ + ψpv) + ˙̃e sin(ψ̃ + ψpv)

uy = −(Ṽ + V ) sin(ψ̃ + ψpv) + ˙̃e cos(ψ̃ + ψpv)

r = ψ̇act = ˙̃ψ + ψ̇p + ψ̇pv.

(2.4)
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Because the tracking errors are referenced to the instantaneous coordinate frame

normal and tangential to the path, transforming the total forces Fx,total and Fy,total

in (2.2) into forces in this frame Ft,total and Fn,total is beneficial for tracking error

analysis. The transformation is performed by multiplying Fx,total and Fy,total by the

rotation matrix that relates (x̂, ŷ) to (x̂, ŷ) as follows:[
Ft,total

Fn,total

]
=

[
cos(ψ̃ + ψpv) sin(ψ̃ + ψpv)

− sin(ψ̃ + ψpv) cos(ψ̃ + ψpv)

][
Fx,total

Fy,total

]
. (2.5)

Substituting the vehicle states and the total forces in (2.2) for the expressions in

(2.4) and (2.5) yields the equations of tracking error dynamics as follows:

m ˙̃V = −mV̇ +m ˙̃eψ̇p + Ft,total

m¨̃e = −mV ψ̇p −mṼ ψ̇p + Fn,total

Iz
¨̃ψ = −Iz(ψ̈p + ψ̈pv) +Mz,total.

(2.6)

2.2.2 Feedforward and feedback demands

Ft,total, Fn,total, and Mz,total in (2.6) become the total demands to control the tracking

errors, and the total demands are separated into feedforward and feedback force

and moment demands. The feedforward force and moment demands are calculated

with the assumption that the vehicle exactly follows the desired trajectory. In other

words, when all tracking error terms and their derivatives in (2.6) are set to zero, the

remaining terms correspond to the feedforward demands:

Ft,feedforward = mV̇

Fn,feedforward = mV ψ̇p

Mz,feedforward = Iz(ψ̈p + ψ̈pv).

(2.7)

The feedback force and moment demands are calculated with the purpose of mit-

igating the tracking errors. Any control schemes that achieve this purpose can be

applied. In this dissertation, proportional and proportional-derivative controls are
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used after compensating for the remaining nonlinear terms in (2.6) that are not in-

cluded in the feedforward demands. The resulting equations are:

Ft,feedback = −m ˙̃eψ̇p −KspeedṼ

Fn,feedback = mṼ ψ̇p −Kd,lateral
˙̃e−Kp,lateralẽ

Mz,feedback = −Kd,heading
˙̃ψ −Kp,headingψ̃.

(2.8)

2.2.3 Total demands in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame

Adding the feedforward and feedback demands in (2.7) and (2.8) results in the total

demands Ft,total, Fn,total, and Mz,total in the instantaneous coordinate frame that is

normal and tangential to the path. Among these demands, the total force demands

Ft,total and Fn,total are transformed back to the total force demands Fx,total and Fy,total

in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame by inverting the relationship in (2.5). In addition

to this transformation, a drag compensation force Fdrag is added to Fx,total to offset

rolling resistance, aerodynamic force, etc. The total force demands in the vehicle-fixed

coordinate frame are as follows:

Fx,total = Ft,total cos(ψ̃ + ψpv) + Fn,total sin(ψ̃ + ψpv) + Fdrag

Fy,total = −Ft,total sin(ψ̃ + ψpv) + Fn,total cos(ψ̃ + ψpv).
(2.9)

2.3 Optimal tire force allocation

This section presents the algorithm for allocating the total force and moment demands

Fx,total, Fy,total, and Mz,total to general axle forces at each wheel. If the four wheels

with all three actuators (steering, driving, and braking) can achieve any force within

the friction limit at each tire as assumed in Chapter 1, Fxi and Fyi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr])

in (2.1) become eight independent control variables.

Because the number of variables exceeds the number of equations in (2.1), an

optimization technique is adopted to determine a unique set of general axle forces at

the tires among multiple solutions. The criterion for the optimal set of general axle

forces is to achieve equal friction usage among the four wheels and minimize the usage
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of available friction as much as possible. To find the optimal solution that satisfies

this criterion, the algorithm is formulated as quasiconvex optimization with a convex

feasibility problem. In this way, the resulting formulation avoids using a complex

non-convex cost function that is able to achieve the same criterion but makes the

entire formulation non-convex. Because the friction capability of each tire is directly

determined by its normal force, the optimization formulation also takes into account

the effect of weight transfer on the normal forces.

2.3.1 Requirements for optimal tire forces

When a conventionally actuated vehicle tracks a trajectory near the limits of han-

dling, some tires reach saturation while others are not saturated and retain available

friction capability. This results in understeer or oversteer. If an over-actuated vehicle

can allocate tire forces in a way that prevents some of the tires from using their fric-

tion capability more than the other tires do while minimizing the usage of available

friction, the over-actuated vehicle can successfully track the same trajectory without

saturating any tires. Furthermore, there is room to push the vehicle closer to the

limits of handling because all four tires retain some available friction.

The friction usage of each wheel is defined as the ratio of actual tire force usage to

maximum available friction capability. This quantity is described by the variable ki

(i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]) for each tire, and the value of ki exists only within a certain interval

as follows:

ki =

√
Fxi

2 + Fyi
2

µFzi

, 0 ≤ ki ≤ 1 (2.10)

where µ is the effective friction coefficient and Fzi is the normal force of each tire.

The minimum magnitude of tire force is zero when no force is utilized while the max-

imum is µFzi because the tire cannot generate more force than its friction capability.

Therefore, ki exists only within [0,1].

For a given set of total force and moment demands, different solutions to (2.1)

result in different combinations of the friction usage over the four wheels. The optimal

approach for preventing some tires from saturating earlier than others is to keep the
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friction usages of the four tires equal or, in other words, to make the four tires have

a common friction usage value. At the same time, minimizing the usage of available

friction can be achieved by keeping the common friction usage as low as possible.

Therefore, the above explanation of the requirements for a set of optimal tire forces is

mathematically described as having the minimum common friction usage, kmin, over

the four wheels.

2.3.2 Weight transfer model

When a vehicle is highly accelerated and operates near the limits of handling, it

experiences significant weight transfer, and the weight transfer directly affects the

normal forces of the tires. Because the normal force term is included in (2.10), it is

important to consider the effect of the weight transfer on the normal forces for the

accurate friction usage calculation.

Several analytic models have been proposed to quantify weight transfer [5, 54, 55,

11]. In this dissertation, a model assuming a quasi-static independent weight transfer

along the longitudinal and lateral directions is adopted.

If the total force demands Fx,total and Fy,total are assumed to be fully and instan-

taneously realized by tire forces, the longitudinal and lateral accelerations ax and ay

of the vehicle can be calculated as follows:

ax = Fx,total/m

ay = Fy,total/m.
(2.11)

The normal loads of the front and rear axles Fzf and Fzr, which take into account

longitudinal weight transfer due to ax, are determined from D’Alembert principal [39].

By treating the effective force max as a force in the opposite direction and assuming

that the vehicle behaves like a rigid body along the longitudinal direction, the equa-

tions of quasi-static equilibrium are formulated. Solving these equations for Fzf and
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Fzr gives the following expressions:

Fzf = m

(
bg − hcgax

L

)
Fzr = m

(
ag + hcgax

L

) (2.12)

where g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, hcg is the vertical distance

from the center of gravity of the vehicle to the ground, and L is the wheelbase, which

is the sum of a and b.

The equations for lateral weight transfer due to ay are derived from a static roll

model that considers the vehicle’s suspension characteristics using a roll axis [16].

First, the static body-roll angle φv is determined as follows:

φv =
mshlay

kφ −mshlg
(2.13)

where ms is the sprung mass of the vehicle, hl is the vertical distance from the center

of gravity of the vehicle to the roll axis, and kφ is the total roll stiffness, which is the

sum of kφf and kφr, the roll stiffness of the front and rear axles, respectively.

Then the amount of the lateral weight transfer on each axle is derived as follows:

∆Fzf =
1

d
{kφfφv + hf(Fyfl + Fyfr)}

∆Fzr =
1

d
{kφrφv + hr(Fyrl + Fyrr)}

(2.14)

where hf and hr are the heights of the front and rear roll centers from the ground,

respectively.

Finally, the normal force of each wheel is described with the derived terms in
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(2.12) and (2.14):

Fzfl = Fzf/2−∆Fzf

Fzfr = Fzf/2 + ∆Fzf

Fzrl = Fzr/2−∆Fzr

Fzrr = Fzr/2 + ∆Fzr.

(2.15)

2.3.3 Finding minimum common friction usage

If the value of the minimum common friction usage kmin is known, a set of general

axle forces corresponding to that kmin satisfies (2.1) and the following equation:√
Fxi

2 + Fyi
2 = kmin µFzi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]) (2.16)

where µ is assumed to be known and Fzi is from (2.15).

Because kmin in (2.16) is assumed to be the smallest common friction usage, any

common friction usage smaller than this value does not produce a feasible solution

to (2.1) and (2.16). It is, therefore, possible to formulate an optimization feasibility

problem that checks whether a specific common friction usage k0 results in a feasible

solution to both (2.1) and (2.16):

find {(Fxi, Fyi) | i = fl, fr, lr, rr}

subject to
√
Fxi

2 + Fyi
2 ≤ k0 µFzi∑

i
Fxi = Fx,total∑
i
Fyi = Fy,total∑
i
Mzi = Mz,total.

(2.17)

The inequality constraints are convex, and the equality constraints are affine.

Accordingly, (2.17) becomes a convex feasibility problem. If the problem is feasible

for a given k0, there exists a set of tire forces that makes all constraints consistent.

However, if the problem is infeasible, no set of general axle forces satisfies all the
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constraints in (2.17) with a given k0.

Because the friction usage of a single tire has a value between 0 and 1, the value of

the common friction usage also exists in [0,1]. Using this fact, the minimum common

friction usage can be found by solving a quasiconvex optimization. The algorithm to

solve a quasiconvex optimization via the bisection method is as follows:

Algorithm 1 Quasiconvex optimization via bisection method

given initial search interval [klow, khigh] = [0,1], tolerance ktol > 0

repeat

1. k0 = (khigh + klow)/2

2. solve the convex feasibility problem (2.17) for k0

3. if the problem is feasible, k0 ≥ kmin. set khigh = k0;

else set klow = k0

until khigh − klow ≤ ktol

Once Algorithm 1 with the convex feasibility problem in (2.17) stops at a specific

k0, that k0 is the minimum common friction usage. The values of general axle forces

corresponding to kmin are a set of optimal and desired general axle forces that satisfies

the requirements in Section 2.3.1.

2.4 Actuator commands

This section explains how to convert desired general axle forces at a single tire into

commands for the three actuators (a steering angle, driving torque, and braking

pressure) by relating the general axle forces to these physical actuator commands

through a coupled tire force model. For the rest of this dissertation, the subscript i is

dropped from variable descriptions when a single tire is discussed. The basic idea is

to invert the tire model in order to calculate the desired longitudinal and lateral tire

slips and then to calculate the actuator commands that achieve the desired slips.

The optimal force allocation in Section 2.3 gives a solution in terms of the general

axle forces Fx and Fy referenced in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. A Force gen-

erated by the combined actions of actuators at a tire, however, is usually described
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Figure 2.5: A slip angle and tire forces of a single tire

by the tire forces Ftx and Fty, as shown in Figure 2.5. These scalar force terms are

referenced in each tire’s tire-fixed coordinate frame, whose x-axis x̂t lies along the

direction of the wheel’s heading.

The actuator actions are described by the following three terms: the steering angle

δ is the angle between the two x-axes x̂ and x̂t, as shown in Figure 2.5; the driving

torque τ is the torque around the spin axis of the wheel ŷt; and the braking pressure

P is the hydraulic pressure that is applied to calipers of the wheel.

Because the tire force model describes the relationship between tire slips and tire

forces, the desired general axle forces have to be transformed to the tire forces before

the tire model inversion. As the tire-fixed coordinate frame rotates from the vehicle-

fixed coordinate frame by the steering angle δ, the steering angle is necessary for this

transformation. However, this angle is not a known value but a variable that has

to be solved for. To overcome this issue, the tire model is reformulated to directly

relate the steering angle and longitudinal slip to the desired general axle forces. Once

the steering angle is determined by inverting the modified tire model, the driving

torque and brake pressure are calculated from the transformed longitudinal tire force

by assuming a static relationship between longitudinal tire force and driving torque

or braking pressure.
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2.4.1 Coupled brush tire model

The model adopted in this dissertation is a modified version of Pacejka’s combined-

slip brush tire model [46]. The tire slips are represented by the following two terms:

the tire slip angle α is the angle between the tire’s heading x̂t and the tire’s velocity

vector ~u, as shown in Figure 2.5; and the longitudinal slip κ is calculated by the

equation (Rω− ~u · x̂t)/(~u · x̂t), where R is the wheel radius and ω is the wheel speed

along ŷt. For given α and κ, longitudinal and lateral theoretical slip quantities σx

and σy are defined as follows:

σx =
κ

1 + κ
(2.18)

σy =
− tanα

1 + κ
. (2.19)

The weighted vector norm of the theoretical slip quantities f is defined as follows:

f =
√

(Cxσx)2 + (Cασy)2 (2.20)

where Cx and Cα are the longitudinal and lateral tire stiffness, respectively.

Before the tire reaches saturation, the magnitude of the total force vector on

the tire F is a function of f , where the tire normal force Fz and the effective friction

coefficient µ are parameters. After saturation, the total force simply equals the friction

force:

F =

f − 1
3µFz

f 2 + 1
27µ2F 2

z
f 3, f ≤ 3µFz

µFz f > 3µFz
(2.21)

where total sliding of the tire occurs at f = 3µFz.

Then the longitudinal and lateral tire forces Ftx and Fty are the projections of

the total force vector according to the ratio of the weighted longitudinal and lateral

theoretical slip quantities. Because all quantities defined in this section are functions
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of α and κ, Ftx and Fty are also functions of α and κ:

(Ftx, Fty) =

(
Cxσx

f
F,
−Cασy

f
F

)
= ~ftire(α, κ).

(2.22)

2.4.2 Steering commands

If Ftx, Fty and Fz of the tire are given, the corresponding tire slip angle α and the

longitudinal slip κ can be calculated by inverting the tire model above. To achieve

this desired tire slip angle, the steering angle command δ is calculated using the

kinematic relationship of the slip angle and the angle of the tire’s velocity vector as

follows:

δ = tan−1
(
uy,tire

ux,tire

)
− α. (2.23)

where ux,tire and uy,tire are the longitudinal and lateral speeds at the center point of

the tire in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame, respectively.

The optimization in Sec. 2.3, however, gives not tire forces but general axle forces

Fx and Fy in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. They, therefore, need to be trans-

formed to tire forces Ftx and Fty using the following relationship:[
Ftx

Fty

]
=

[
cos(δ) sin(δ)

− sin(δ) cos(δ)

][
Fx

Fy

]
. (2.24)

Because the tire forces are not the determined values but the variables as a function

of δ, it is impossible to simply invert the tire model. By replacing α in (2.22) with δ

using the relationship in (2.23), however, the tire model can be rewritten using δ and

κ as variables instead of α and κ:

(cos(δ)Fx + sin(δ)Fy,− sin(δ)Fx + cos(δ)Fy) = ~ftire

(
tan−1

(
uy,tire

ux,tire

)
− δ, κ

)
. (2.25)

The steering angle δ can be found by solving nonlinear equations derived from (2.25).
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2.4.3 Driving and braking commands

The longitudinal slip κ can also be found while solving (2.25). It can be controlled

by torque applied to the tire and is governed by the wheel slip dynamics. In this

dissertation, however, the wheel slip dynamics are ignored, and κ is not directly

controlled. Instead, a static relationship is assumed between the longitudinal tire force

and driving or braking torque. This is reasonable since the optimization produces

only feasible longitudinal tire forces that are within the tire’s friction limits and can

be generated by given actuators. Using δ calculated in the previous section, the

longitudinal force Ftx is found by (2.24). Then the commands for the driving torque

τ and the brake pressure P are as follows:

τ =

RwFtx, Ftx > 0

0, Ftx ≤ 0
(2.26)

P =

0, Ftx ≥ 0

RwFtx

rbrake
, Ftx < 0

(2.27)

where Rw is the wheel effective radius and rbrake is the conversion coefficient from

brake pressure to brake torque.

2.5 Experiments

The controller with the optimal tire force allocation was experimentally validated

using the X1 research vehicle shown in Figure 2.6. The vehicle has four-wheel inde-

pendent steering and braking capabilities and one electric driving motor connected to

the rear axle through an open differential. Even though the front axle does not have a

driving capability, X1 is highly over-actuated compared to production vehicles. The

vehicle’s parameters can be found in Table 2.1.

The task chosen for validating the controller was to track a racing line close to the

limits of handling. Because the task demands a continuously-changing set of large

total forces and moment, it requires all four tires to stay in the nonlinear region and
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Table 2.1: X1’s parameters

mass m 2,009 kg
distance from CG to front axle a 1.56 m
distance from CG to rear axle b 1.18 m
distance from CG to ground hcg 0.47 m
yaw moment of inertia Iz 2,000 kg · m2

track width d 1.63 m
effective wheel radius Rw 0.3 m

Figure 2.6: The X1 research vehicle

all three actuators at each wheel to be fully engaged and to cooperate. X1 was tested

on a paved racing track at Thunderhill Raceway Park, Willows, California. During

the entire maneuver, the controller drove X1 autonomously.

2.5.1 Trajectory description

Path and speed profile generation for a racing line follows the methodology proposed

by Kritayakirana and Gerdes [30]. The geometric path is structured from three types

of segments: a straight line, a constant radius curve, and a transition curve. For the

transition curve, a clothoid geometry, which has linear variation of its curvature along
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its length, is adopted to connect the straight line and the constant radius curve that

have zero and constant curvature, respectively.

Defining the geometric path gives the heading profile ψp(s). The speed profile V (s)

can be obtained by integrating the acceleration profile along the path length. The

acceleration profile was designed so that X1 stays at 90 % of the vehicle’s maximum

acceleration, which is µg and µ was estimated to be 0.85 using the algorithm developed

by Hsu et al. [26]. The maximum positive longitudinal acceleration, however, was

limited to 1.8 m/s2 due to the torque limit on the X1’s driving motor. The geometric

path, the acceleration profile, and the speed profile of the desired trajectory, which

has two consecutive turns, are shown in Figure 2.7.

The driving sequences of one single turn are divided into the following five steps:

pure braking in a straight line, combined braking and cornering in a transient curve,

pure cornering in a constant radius curve, combined acceleration and cornering in a

transient curve, and pure acceleration in a straight line. These five steps are labeled

from a to e, respectively, in Figure 2.7.

The relative heading of the vehicle ψpv was set to zero in this experiment. In

other words, the vehicle’s desired heading was identical to the tangent of the path.

Therefore, the tracking objectives are to keep X1’s center of gravity on the desired

path and make X1’s heading and speed tangent to the path follow the heading and

speed profiles of the desired trajectory, respectively.

2.5.2 Tire force allocation by interpolation

Ideally, the optimization in Section 2.3 can be solved in real time. But, generally,

real-time optimization requires extensive computing power or some modifications to

the original formulation to fit it into a solvable form for a real-time optimization

program.

If one assumes that µ is constant and Fzi depends only on total force demands, as

derived in Section 2.3.2, the optmization formulation in Section 2.3.3 can be viewed

as having three inputs: total longitudinal/lateral force and yaw moment demands.

The maximum achievable total forces and moment of the vehicle are limited within
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a certain range because tire forces are limited within the maximum friction capability

of each tire. From this fact, it is possible to create a map relating a set of discrete total

demands to the corresponding general axle forces at the tires by solving the optimiza-

tion off-line by CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex programs [19],[18].

During the test, solving the optimization problem was replaced by interpolation using

this map. This can greatly reduce the operation time of the controller.

2.5.3 Results

Figure 2.8a depicts the tracking errors for the entire path. The controller demon-

strated its capability to follow all three tracking objectives by achieving very small

errors: the lateral and speed errors were kept within ± 0.2 m and [-0.6 0] m/s, re-

spectively, and the heading error did not exceed 0.02 rad (≈1.15 ◦).

Even though the system dynamics are not linearized for the controller formula-

tion, the model of the system is not perfect because there exist unmodeled physical

effects. For example, there is a delay in tracking actuator commands. Including

this actuation delay, several factors can affect the realization of desired tire forces:

ignorance of the wheel dynamics, unmodeled tire dynamics such as transient force

development and side-wall deformation, etc. The small tracking errors, however, sug-

gest the impact of these adverse properties is small and easily handled with feedback.

This experimentally supports the basic trajectory tracking approach with a simple

feedforward-feedback structure.

Figure 2.8b illustrates the friction usage at each of the four wheels. Because

actual tire forces were not directly measured in this test, the values of the friction

usage were calculated from the commanded general axle forces and estimated normal

tire forces. Up to the constant radius curve (the turn segments a, b, and c), all four

tires showed almost equal friction usage. This is the result that is precisely intended

by the optimization algorithm in Section 2.3.

During the corner exit (the turn segments d and e), which demands high positive

longitudinal acceleration, however, the rear wheels had higher friction usage than the

front wheels. This is because X1 can generate positive longitudinal force only at the
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rear axle. As a result, the rear tires must use more of their friction capability and

have a higher friction usage than the front tires to achieve positive total longitudinal

force.

Therefore, it is no longer possible for a vehicle with limited actuation to achieve

the original objective of the optimal tire force allocation–keeping the same friction

usage over the four wheels–for specific total force and moment demands. Therefore,

the need for a new optimal tire force allocation algorithm arises to handle limited

actuation properly. This is the topic of Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Handling Limited Actuation

The analysis in Chapter 2 assumes that all four wheels of a vehicle have full control

over all three actuators (steering, driving, and braking), and that the feasible force re-

gion of each tire is the entire area within a circle whose radius is µFzi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]).

However, actually implementing all three actuators at all four wheels is technically

challenging and costly.

Even with some limited actuation, certain actuating configurations can emulate

independent steering/driving/braking capabilities at a wheel. In this case, the as-

sumptions still hold. However, if a wheel completely lacks one of the three actuators

for practical reasons, feasible tire forces of that tire are restricted to a certain range

from the entire area of its friction circle.

Because the controller in Chapter 2 calculates actuator commands using optimized

general axle force commands for the wheels, it is important for the optimal tire force

allocation algorithm to result in only a set of general axle forces that can actually

be realized by a given actuation layout. In other words, the algorithm has to find

a solution that lies only within feasible tire force regions. At the same time, the

controller must handle the new situation in which it is no longer possible to achieve

the original force allocation objective, which was keeping the usage of tire friction

capability equal over the four wheels: some tires have to use more of their friction

capability than others to compensate for the restricted tire force generation of those

other tires due to the limited actuation.

39
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In this chapter, these goals are achieved by applying new constraints and an

additional algorithm to the existing optimization formulation. These constraints and

algorithm are designed to take into account a situation in which some of the actuators

are not implemented while the vehicle still remains over-actuated.

Developing new constraints requires transforming physical limits of a given ac-

tuation layout into the constraints on general axle forces. After carefully analyzing

feasible tire force regions that can actually be generated by the given actuation layout

at specific vehicle states, this chapter presents constraints that describe the feasible

tire force regions and enable the entire allocation algorithm to keep the form of a

convex optimization formulation. To solve for a unique set of general axle forces

when the friction usage of each tire is different, an additional algorithm that supple-

ments Algorithm 1 is also presented. Section 3.1 shows that some simple constraints

trying to capture actuating limitations can fail to generate feasible tire forces for a

given actuating configuration and explains how to correctly describe a feasible tire

force region in a form suitable for convex optimization. Section 3.2 describes a new

formulation for optimal force allocation that adopts the analysis of the feasible tire

force region discussed in Section 3.1 and also presents the algorithm handling different

friction usages. Section 3.3 explains how to emulate independent driving and braking

capabilities at both rear wheels of the X1 research vehicle by using one driving motor

and individual brakes on the rear axle. Doing so enables X1 to handle its limited

actuation without imposing any constraint for the rear wheels in the optimal tire

force allocation. Section 3.4 presents experimental results demonstrating the effec-

tiveness of the new constraints by operating X1 with the controller that adopts the

new optimization formulation.

3.1 Feasible tire force region for limited actuation

This section explains how to mathematically describe a feasible tire force region of

a single tire when some limitations on actuation exist. Therefore, the subscript i

is dropped from variable descriptions. The optimal force allocation is formulated

and gives a solution in terms of general axle forces Fx and Fy in the vehicle-fixed
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coordinate frame whereas a force generated by combined actions of actuators are

usually described by tire forces Ftx and Fty referenced to a tire-fixed coordinate frame,

as shown in Figure 2.5. Therefore, a feasible tire force region that can be achieved

by a given actuator configuration is easy to describe in terms of Ftx and Fty.

Once a steering angle is given, the expression of a feasible force region in terms

of Ftx and Fty can be easily transformed to the expression of the same feasible tire

force region in terms of Fx and Fy by changing force variables using the relationship

in (2.24). For the controller in Chapter 2, however, the steering angle is not a known

value at the stage of the optimal force allocation.

Therefore, the expression of the feasible tire force region has to be independent

of the steering angle and written in terms of general axle forces while being accurate

enough to capture the key characteristics of the feasible region, in order to allow its

use in the formulation of the optimal force allocation.

In this section, the actuating configuration of interest is a wheel with steering and

braking actuators but without a driving actuator as is the case for X1’s front wheels.

For a single tire with the fixed friction coefficient µ and normal force Fz, the analysis

is concerned with how tire forces are generated with the combined actions of the

steering and braking actuators. Based on this analysis, the shape of the feasible tire

force region is identified. With a reasonable approximation, a set of convex equations

can describe the boundary of this region in terms of general axle forces and given

vehicle states.

3.1.1 Issues of simple constraints on general axle forces

For a wheel assembly with all three actuators, the feasible tire force region covers

the entire area of a circle whose radius is µFzi. In this case, the description of the

feasible tire force region in terms of general axle forces is also the entire area of the

tire’s friction circle and is independent of a steering angle.

When a wheel assembly does not have all three actuators, the feasible tire force

region of the tire no longer covers the entire area of the tire’s friction circle. Therefore,

the mathematical description of a new feasible tire force region has to be included
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in the optimization formulation for tire force allocation as constraints. Because the

variables of the optimization are the general axle forces, these constraints are also

imposed on the general axle forces.

However, if those constraints are not carefully chosen, the feasible tire force region

described in terms of general axle forces may not accurately represent the tire force

region that can be generated by a given actuation layout. Especially, a constraint

that is valid when the steering angle is small may become invalid as the steering angle

increases because of the difference between the general axle forces and tire forces.

In other words, when the steering angle is small, the difference between the general

axle forces and the transformed tire forces by (2.24) is also small. Therefore, it is

acceptable to assume that those two force sets are equal and that the description

of the feasible tire force region in terms of the tire forces can be converted to the

description of the region in terms of the general axle forces by simply replacing force

variables. As the steering angle increases, however, the difference between the two

force sets can no longer be ignored, and simply replacing Ftx and Fty with Fx and

Fy in the description cannot represent the feasible tire force region properly. As a

result, the tire forces transformed from the optimized general axle forces may not be

in the feasible tire force region, and the tire cannot generate forces that match the

optimized general axle forces.

One example is a wheel without a driving capability. Such a wheel cannot gen-

erate positive longitudinal tire force. This situation can be exactly described by an

inequality that limits a longitudinal tire force to be equal to or less than zero, Ftx ≤ 0.

By replacing a force variable, this inequality becomes Fx ≤ 0: the simple form that

can be used as a constraint in the optimization formulation. The optimal tire force

allocation for the experiments in Chapter 2 adopted this inequality constraint to take

into account the X1’s lack of a front-wheel-driving capability: two additional con-

straints on the front longitudinal general axle forces, Fxfl ≤ 0 and Fxfr ≤ 0, were

added to the original feasibility problem (2.17).

If the optimization results in large pure lateral general axle force on the wheel,

as shown in Figure 3.1a, which is totally feasible for general axle forces, a large tire

slip angle is necessary to generate a large lateral tire force that matches the lateral
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Figure 3.1: A problem of the simple constraint on general axle forces, Fx < 0. (a) The
optimized general axle force demands satisfy the constraint, but (b) the transformed
tire forces are not in the region described by the constraint.

general axle force. If the tire’s velocity vector lies along the x-axis of the vehicle-fixed

coordinate frame, the steering angle also has to be large to achieve the corresponding

tire slip angle. In this situation, the transformed tire forces inevitably contain the

portion of the positive longitudinal tire forces that cannot be generated by the wheel

without a driving capability. This is shown in Figure 3.1b. In this case, the general

axle force demand cannot be achieved, and new constraints are required to obtain a

feasible set of general axle forces that can actually be generated by a given actuator

configuration.

3.1.2 Feasible tire force region

To formulate the new constraints, it is necessary to understand how tire forces are

generated when there are any limits on actuation at the tire. As mentioned above, the

case in which the tire has steering and braking capabilities but not driving capability

is investigated here because X1 lacks only a front-wheel-drive capability.

To simplify the analysis for now, it is assumed that the tire’s velocity vector lies

along the x-axis in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. Then the slip angle α, the angle

between the tire’s heading and the tire’s velocity vector, has the same magnitude as
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the steering angle δ but the opposite sign.

How tire forces are changing while braking torque increases at some fixed steering

angles is investigated first. When δ is zero, α is also zero, and no lateral tire force

is generated. The longitudinal tire force changes from zero to negative maximum

available friction capability as braking torque increases. Figure 3.2a illustrates this

case. When the tire is steered while the braking torque is zero, α has some non-

zero value, and pure lateral tire force is generated in the tire-fixed coordinate frame,

which is rotated from the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame by the steering angle. If the

braking torque increases while δ is fixed, the lateral tire force decreases in magnitude

while the magnitude of the longitudinal tire force increases, as shown in Figure 3.2b.

If the tire’s steering angle increases further, α finally reaches its sliding limit αsl,

which causes tire force saturation. This is shown in Figure 3.2c. Jonasson et al. [24]

presented the detailed description of this tire force generation pattern.

If the area covered by the tire forces resulting from all combinations of the steering

angle and the braking torque is plotted, this results in the shaded area in Figure 3.3.

The boundary of the feasible tire force region in Figure 3.3 is defined by two parts:

the lower boundary is described by a friction limit, which is the circle whose radius is

µFz, and the upper boundary is expressed by slip angles and pure lateral tire forces

corresponding to those slip angles when longitudinal slip κ is zero. For a specific slip

angle α0, the coordinates of the point on the upper boundary corresponding to α0 in

the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame are written as follows:(
Fx

Fy

)
=

(
sin(α0)Fty(α0)|κ=0

cos(α0)Fty(α0)|κ=0

)
. (3.1)

When α0 reaches its sliding limit value, αsl, the two boundaries intersect, and the

coordinates of the intersecting point are(
Fx

Fy

)
=

(
sin(αsl)µFz

cos(αsl)µFz

)
. (3.2)

Besides the brush tire model introduced in Section 2.4.1, there exist other tire
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Figure 3.2: Tire forces as braking torque increases at the following fixed slip angles:
(a) α = 0, (b) 0 < α < αsl, and (c) α = αsl.
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Figure 3.3: Feasible tire force region for a wheel with steering and braking actuators.
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Figure 3.4: Lateral tire force curve when κ = 0.

models that can describe analytically how tire forces are generated at a tire [47, 15, 12].

Because the expression of Fty(α0)|κ=0 is determined by which tire model is used, the

exact mathematical representation of the upper boundary also depends on a specific

tire model. However, for any tire model that exhibits a decreasing slope of lateral tire

force as the slip angle increases, as shown in Figure 3.4, the upper boundary can be

successfully approximated by the upper half of an ellipse that has a semi-major axis

of µFz cos(αsl) and a semi-minor axis of µFz sin(αsl). The equation for the ellipse is

as follows: (
Fx + µFz sin(αsl)

µFz sin(αsl)

)2

+

(
Fy

µFz cos(αsl)

)2

= 1. (3.3)

The upper boundary of the feasible tire force region corresponds to only the upper
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between the exact boundary calculated from the tire model
and the ellipse-approximated boundary.

half of the ellipse and is expressed as follows:

Fx = −µFz sin(αsl) + µFz sin(αsl)

√
1−

(
Fy

µFz cos(αsl)

)2

. (3.4)

To validate the ellipse approximation, two different upper boundaries are plotted

in Figure 3.5: one is the exact upper boundary calculated by (3.1) using the coupled

brush tire model presented in Section 2.4.1, and the other is from the ellipse approx-

imation in (3.4). Those two lines are almost identical, which justifies the use of the

ellipse approximation to describe the boundary of feasible tire force region for a tire

with steering and braking actuators. With (3.4) and the friction limit circle whose

radius is µFz, the boundary of the feasible tire force region can be fully described

using only general axle force variables Fx and Fy.
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Figure 3.6: New feasible force region rotated by δ0.

3.1.3 Considering the change of tire’s velocity vector

In Section 3.1.2, the tire’s velocity vector is assumed to lie along the x-axis in the

vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. As the vehicle states keep changing while the vehicle

is driving, however, the direction of the tire’s velocity vector also keeps changing and

deviates from the x-axis. Accordingly, the feasible tire force region has to be adjusted.

From the analysis in Section 3.1.2, the feasible tire force region is symmetric with

respect to the axis at which the slip angle α is zero. For an arbitrary vector of the

tire’s velocity, α becomes zero when the tire steers through the angle of that velocity

vector. In other words, the axis aligned with the tire’s velocity vector is the axis of

symmetry for a new feasible tire force region. Therefore, the new feasible tire force

region for the arbitrary velocity vector can be found by simply rotating the original

feasible region in Section 3.1.2 by the angle of the tire’s velocity vector, as shown in

Figure 3.6. This angle, δ0, is calculated as follows:

δ0 = tan−1

(
uy,tire

ux,tire

)
(3.5)

where ux,tire and uy,tire are the longitudinal and lateral velocities at the center point

of a tire in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame, respectively.

As the feasible tire force region rotates, the equation of the region’s upper bound-

ary needs to be transformed. This can be done by changing Fx and Fy in (3.4) with
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the new force variables Fcx and Fcy in the coordinate frame that is rotated from

the vehicle-fixed coordinate by the angle δ0. Fcx and Fcy are the temporary variables

adopted only to simplify the expression of the new constraints. Then, the relationship

between (Fcx, Fcy) and (Fx, Fy) is as follows:[
Fcx

Fcy

]
=

[
cos(δ0) sin(δ0)

− sin(δ0) cos(δ0)

][
Fx

Fy

]
(3.6)

The equation of the new upper boundary can be described using Fcx and Fcy as

follows:

Fcx = −µFz sin(αsl) + µFz sin(αsl)

√
1−

(
Fcy

µFz cos(αsl)

)2

. (3.7)

3.2 Optimization formulation considering feasible

tire force region

This section presents a new formulation for optimal force allocation that reflects the

analysis of the feasible tire force region in Section 3.1. The expressions for feasible tire

force regions in terms of general axle forces (3.7) are adopted as new constraints in

the original feasibility problem (2.17). To maintain convexity of the formulation, the

normal force Fz and the limit slip angle αsl in the expression of the new constraint need

to be determined in advance, and the necessary modification of the weight transfer

model for the prior calculation of these values is proposed.

If the feasible tire force regions of some tires do not cover the entire area of the

tires’ friction circles, the situation can occur in which other tires have to use more of

their fiction capability in order to compensate for the restricted tire force generation

of those tires. Then, it becomes impossible to achieve the same friction usage over

the four wheels. Because Algorithm 1 gives the minimum friction usage only for the

most-used tires in this situation, an additional algorithm is presented to determine

desired general axle forces of the less-used tires with the objective of keeping the

friction usage of those less-used tires equal.
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3.2.1 Calculating normal forces

According to the weight transfer model presented in Section 2.3.2, the normal tire

forces are affine functions of lateral general axle forces for given total force demands

and can be expressed simply as follows:

Fzi = Ci,1(Fyfl + Fyfr) + Ci,2 (i ∈ [fl, fr])

Fzi = Ci,1(Fyrl + Fyrr) + Ci,2 (i ∈ [rl, rr])
(3.8)

where Ci,1 and Ci,2 are constants that can be determined from the given total force

demands and the vehicle parameters.

This affine characteristic allows the normal force terms in (2.17) to be replaced

with these expressions (3.8) without loss of the convexity of the optimization formu-

lation. It is, therefore, unnecessary to calculate the normal forces in advance before

solving (2.17).

In (3.7), however, the normal force term is included in the denominator, and

replacing that term with the affine model makes (3.7) a neither convex nor concave

expression for Fcx and Fcy. On the other hand, if µ, Fz and αsl in (3.7) are known

in advance, Fcx becomes a concave function of Fcy. Because Fcx and Fcy are linear

functions of general axle forces Fx and Fy for a given δ0 as shown in (3.6), (3.7)

eventually becomes a concave expression for Fx and Fy.

To adopt (3.7) as a constraint while preserving convexity, the normal forces need

to be determined before the optimization problem is solved. This is done by replacing

the sums of the lateral general axle forces in (3.8) with the lateral forces at the front

and rear axles from a steady-state force balance assumption on a planar bicycle model

as follows:

Fyfl + Fyfr =
b

L
may =

b

L
Fy,total

Fyrl + Fyrr =
a

L
may =

a

L
Fy,total.

(3.9)

Then the normal force Fzi of each tire becomes a function of only given total force

demands and the vehicle parameters, and it can be determined before the optimization
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problem is solved.

3.2.2 Optimization formulation

A new feasibility problem is derived with the more feasible force boundaries discussed

above. The constraints of the new formulation are designed for the actuation layout

of the X1 research vehicle, which lacks front-wheel-drive capability. To describe the

feasible tire force regions of the front tires using (3.7), the angle of each tire’s velocity

vector δ0, its normal force Fz and its sliding limit slip angle αsl need to be calculated

first.

The angles of the front tires’ velocity vectors δ0,i (i ∈ [fl, fr]) are derived by replac-

ing the velocity terms in (3.5) with kinematic functions of the vehicle’s geometry and

states:

δ0,fl = tan−1

(
uy + ar

ux − d
2
r

)
δ0,fr = tan−1

(
uy + ar

ux + d
2
r

)
(3.10)

where ux and uy are the vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral velocities, respectively, and

r is the yaw rate of the vehicle.

The normal forces Fzi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]) are calculated as explained in Section 3.2.1.

Once the normal forces are determined, αsl,i (i ∈ [fl, fr]) can be calculated using the

tire model presented in Section 2.4.1 as follows:

αsl,i = tan−1

(
3µFzi

Cαf

)
(i ∈ [fl, fr]) (3.11)

where Cαf is the lateral tire stiffness of the front tires.
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Then the new convex feasibility problem is written as follows:

find {(Fxi, Fyi) | i = fl, fr, lr, rr}

subject to
√
Fxi

2 + Fyi
2 ≤ k0µFzi∑

i
Fxi = Fx,total∑
i
Fyi = Fy,total∑
i
Mzi = Mz,total

Fcxfl ≤ −µFzfl sin(αsl,fl) + µFzfl sin(αsl,fl)

√
1−

(
Fcyfl

µFzfl cos(αsl,fl)

)2

Fcxfr ≤ −µFzfr sin(αsl,fr) + µFzfr sin(αsl,fr)

√
1−

(
Fcyfr

µFzfr cos(αsl,fr)

)2

(3.12)

where [
Fcxfl

Fcyfl

]
=

[
cos(δ0,fl) sin(δ0,fl)

− sin(δ0,fl) cos(δ0,fl)

][
Fxfl

Fyfl

]
,[

Fcxfr

Fcyfr

]
=

[
cos(δ0,fr) sin(δ0,fr)

− sin(δ0,fr) cos(δ0,fr)

][
Fxfr

Fyfr

]
.

3.2.3 Considering different friction usages between tires

Adding additional constraints on the front tires of X1 creates a situation in which the

rear tires must use more of their friction capabilities than the front tires: for example,

the rear tires become the most-used tires while X1 accelerates along a straight line

because only the rear axle has driving capability. If (3.12) is used as the convex

feasibility problem in Algorithm 1, the algorithm still gives the minimum friction

usage. For specific total force and moment demands, however, the resulting k0 is

now no longer common for the four tires but is valid only for the most-used tires.

Mathematically, this implies that only the friction limit inequality constraints of the

most-used tires become active.
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Because no set of tire forces can achieve a smaller friction usage for the most-used

tires than the resulting k0 from Algorithm 1, the tire forces corresponding to that

k0 can be regarded as the unique and final solution that makes the most-used tires

achieve the minimum feasible friction usage. For the less-used tires, whose friction

usage is smaller than the k0, and whose friction limit inequality constraints are not

active, however, there still could be several sets of tire forces that satisfy all the other

constraints.

Among those possible sets of tire forces, the optimal set for the less-used tires can

be chosen by applying the basic principle of the original requirements for the optimal

tire forces over the four wheels to the less-used tires: keeping the friction usage of the

less-used tires equal. This new requirement for the optimal tire forces can be realized

by running Algorithm 1 again while the optimization variables in (3.12) are only the

tire forces of the less-used tires, and the tire forces of the most-used tires determined

from the first run of Algorithm 1 become constants. To execute this consecutive run

automatically, Algorithm 2 is used:

Algorithm 2 Successive quasiconvex optimization

given S = {i | i = fl, fr, rl, rr}
repeat

1. solve Algorithm 1 for {(Fxi, Fyi) | i ∈ S}
2. calculate ki in (2.10) for i ∈ S
3. S = {i | ki < k0}

until S = ∅

3.3 Torque vectoring for the rear axle

Because the constraints of the feasibility problem (3.12) do not specify the relationship

between the longitudinal tire forces on the left and right wheels of the rear axle Ftxrl

and Ftxrr, these forces can have different signs and/or magnitudes. If a vehicle drives

and brakes the left and right wheels independently, the vehicle can achieve any set of

longitudinal tire force commands.

X1, however, can brake the rear wheels independently but cannot drive them in
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the same manner. The rear axle of X1 is driven by one electric motor through an open

differential [8], which splits the torque from the motor almost equally into the left and

right wheels. Assuming the static relationship between the driving torque at one wheel

and the corresponding positive longitudinal tire force, the X1’s driving capability on

the rear axle can achieve only the same magnitude of positive longitudinal tire force

on the both wheels.

To overcome this limitation and generate longitudinal tire forces that have different

signs and/or magnitudes, X1 can regulate the driving torque from the motor at one

wheel by applying one-sided braking simultaneously and therefore vary driving torque

to each side of the rear wheels.

The driving motor commands a torque that can generate a positive longitudinal

tire force at one wheel in larger magnitude. The excessive driving torque from the

motor at the opposing wheel is counterbalanced by the brake action so that the net

torque reaches the desired value to generate a longitudinal tire force at the opposing

wheel. According to this operation, the torque command for the driving motor τmotor

and the brake pressure commands for the left and right rear wheels Prl and Prr are as

follows:

Ftxr,max = max(Ftxrl, Ftxrr)

τmotor =

2rdiffRwFtx, Ftxr,max > 0

0, Ftxr,max ≤ 0

Prl =


0, Ftxr,max > 0 and Ftxrl > Ftxrr

Rw(Ftxrl−Ftxrr)
rbrake

, Ftxr,max > 0 and Ftxrl ≤ Ftxrr

RwFtxrl

rbrake
, Ftxr,max ≤ 0

Prr =


Rw(Ftxrr−Ftxrl)

rbrake
, Ftxr,max > 0 and Ftxrl > Ftxrr

0, Ftxr,max > 0 and Ftxrl ≤ Ftxrr

RwFtxrr

rbrake
, Ftxr,max ≤ 0

(3.13)

where Rw is the wheel effective radius, rdiff is the gear ratio of the open differential,
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and rbrake is the mapping from brake pressure to brake torque.

The principal of this operation is one way to realize a technology called torque

vectoring [36]. Several automotive suppliers and manufacturers have developed their

own systems to realize torque vectoring technology [40, 50, 17].

3.4 Experiments

The effectiveness of new constraints taking into account feasible tire force regions was

experimentally validated using the X1 research vehicle. This was done by operating

X1 using the controller with the optimal tire force allocation module that adopts the

new constraints. While constructing this controller, the other modules of the con-

troller for trajectory tracking and actuator command calculation remained intact, and

only the optimal tire force allocation module was replaced. The feasibility problem

(3.12) was used for the optimal tire force allocation because its constraints match

the actuation layout of X1: four-wheel independent steering/braking and rear-wheel

driving.

The task chosen for the validation was to track a given trajectory while X1 re-

mained close to the limits of handling, as it was in Chapter 2. At some parts of

the trajectory, especially while cornering, this task demands large lateral general axle

forces, and these demands require large tire slip angles in the opposite sign. According

to the angles of the tires’ velocity vectors at a certain moment and the relationship in

(2.23), some tires may have to be steered to large angles to achieve the corresponding

tire slip angles. Then, as explained in Section 3.1.1, the difference between the general

axle forces and the transformed tire forces also becomes apparent. If the optimiza-

tion algorithm does not handle the limited actuation properly, some portions of the

transformed tire forces may not be realized by the given actuation layout. Therefore,

this task can show the effectiveness of the new constraints to incorporate feasible tire

force regions into the optimal tire force allocation. X1 was tested on a paved paddock

at Thunderhill Raceway Park, Willows, California. During the entire maneuver, the

controller drove X1 autonomously.

Two optimization algorithms were compared that account differently for X1’s
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lack of front driving capability in their constraints of the convex feasibility problem:

one uses simple inequality constraints on front longitudinal general axle forces, as

explained in Section 3.1.1, and the other uses inequality constraints approximated

by ellipses to describe feasible tire force regions, as in Section 3.2.2. For the rest of

this chapter, the former is identified as the force allocation algorithm with simple

constraints, and the latter as the force allocation algorithm with ellipse constraints.

3.4.1 Trajectory description

The structure of the trajectory for the test is identical to the structure of the trajectory

in Chapter 2. However, to clearly investigate the effects of the simple and ellipse

constraints on the optimal tire force allocation and the vehicle motion, the length of

a constant radius curve was extended because the controller would likely command

large steering angles in the constant radius curve.

Figure 3.7 shows the geometric path, the acceleration profile, and the speed profile

of the desired trajectory that has a single turn. As it was in Chapter 2, the acceleration

profile was designed so that X1 stays at 90 % of the vehicle’s maximum acceleration.

3.4.2 Tire force allocation by interpolation

Solving the optimization in Section 3.2.2 in real time during the test was replaced

by interpolation using a map that was calculated off-line, as it was in Chapter 2.

Instead, the number of inputs for the interpolation map increases to five. In addition

to the existing three inputs of total force and moment demands (Fx,total, Fy,total, and

Mz,total), the angles of the front tires’ velocity vectors αsl,fl and αsl,fr are also necessary

to specify all constraints in the feasibility problem (3.12).

Using the fact that the difference between αsl,fl and αsl,fr is small when the longi-

tudinal velocity of the vehicle is large, it is possible to assume a single angle for both

front tires’ velocity vectors by taking the average of both. Therefore, the number of

inputs for the interpolation map can be reduced by four instead of five. Reducing one

dimension of the map lowers the size of the map significantly.
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3.4.3 Results

The two different controllers operated X1 while it was tracking the same trajectory:

one controller adopted the force allocation algorithm with simple constraints, and

the other controller adopted the force allocation algorithm with ellipse constraints.

Figure 3.8 shows the two sets of longitudinal and lateral tire force commands for the

front tires from these two controllers: the tire forces in Figure 3.8a were acquired

from the former controller, while the tire forces in Figure 3.8b were acquired from the

latter controller.

While X1 was driven for experiments, the controllers calculated general axle force

demands at the tires and then steering angle commands. From these values, tire force

commands can be calculated by (2.24). In Figure 3.8a, the longitudinal tire forces

for the front tires Ftxfl and Ftxfr become positive at the following regions: from the

end of the transient entry curve (the path segment b), through the entire constant

radius curve (the path segment c), and to the beginning of the transient exit curve

(the path segment d), where the traveled distance is about from 11.3 m to 41.4 m for

the front left tire and from 13.0 m to 41.0 m for the front right tire. When Ftxfl and

Ftxfr reach a steady state in the constant radius curve, their values are about 550 N

and 180 N, respectively.

At the regions above, the controller demanded large negative lateral general axle

forces at the tires to make a right turn at high acceleration. To achieve large positive

tire slip angles that match the large negative lateral force demands, the steering

angle commands for the front tires had to be also large as shown in Figure 3.9.

Therefore, the difference between the general axle forces and the transformed tire

forces became apparent. The existence of positive longitudinal tire forces indicates

that the simple inequality constraints on longitudinal general axle forces were not

effective in preventing positive longitudinal tire forces at a large steering angle.

On the contrary, in Figure 3.8b, the controller did not command positive longitu-

dinal tire forces for the front tires at any segment of the trajectory. This demonstrates

the effectiveness of the force allocation algorithm with ellipse constraints.

Figure 3.10 depicts the tracking errors along the path. Both controllers demon-

strated its capability to follow all three tracking objectives by exhibiting only small
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Figure 3.8: Tire force commands for the front left (up) and front right (down) tires.
(a) From the force allocation with simple constraints. (b) From the force allocation
with ellipse constraints.
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Figure 3.9: Steering angle commands for the four tires. (a) From the force allocation
with simple constraints. (b) From the force allocation with ellipse constraints.

errors. In the path segment c (the constant radius curve), the speed and heading er-

rors were kept within 0.42 m/s and 0.72 ◦, respectively, for the controller that adopted

the force allocation algorithm with simple constraints and within 0.22 m/s and 0.33 ◦,

respectively, for the controller that adopted the force allocation algorithm with ellipse

constraints. The lateral errors did not exceed 19 cm for both controllers.

Even though both experimental results showed a similarly small level of tracking

errors, the patterns and magnitudes of the errors along the path differed for the two

controllers. The controller that adopted the force allocation algorithm with simple

constraints exhibited specific patterns in the tracking errors, as shown in Figure 3.10a

and also in Figure 2.8: the heading error became positive, and the speed error became

negative approximately in the regions where the longitudinal tire force commands

were positive. The pattern for the speed error is more clearly observable in Figure 2.8.

On the other hand, for the controller that adopted the force allocation algorithm

with ellipse constraints, the heading errors were oscillating around zero without a

specific pattern, and the magnitudes of both speed and heading errors were smaller

for the most of the traveled distance as shown in Figure 3.10.

This result can be explained by the effects of positive longitudinal tire force com-

mands at the front tires. The commands for driving and braking actuators are cal-

culated from the longitudinal part of tire force commands. Because the front tires

do not have a driving actuator, any positive longitudinal tire force commands for the
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Figure 3.10: Lateral, speed, and heading tracking errors. (a) From the force allocation
with simple constraints. (b) From the force allocation with ellipse constraints.
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front tires cannot be realized and actually was ignored in the experiments.

In Figure 3.8a, the controller demanded positive longitudinal tire forces on both

front tires while the magnitude of longitudinal tire force at the left tire was larger

than that at the right tire. Therefore, the contributions of these longitudinal tire

forces toward the total force and moment demands were a positive longitudinal force

and a negative yaw moment at and around the center of gravity, which would make

X1 accelerating and turning right.

However, because these commands of positive longitudinal tire force could not

actually be realized due to the lack of a driving actuator, their contributions toward

the total force and moment demands were also not realized. In other words, some

positive portion of the total longitudinal force demand and some negative portion

of the total yaw moment demand were not realized. One can expect that these

ignored portions of total demands makes X1 accelerate less and turn less to the

right than desired, which leads to negative speed errors and positive heading errors.

In Figure 3.10a, the speed and heading errors from the controller that adopted the

force allocation algorithm with simple constraints are shown to become negative and

positive, respectively, at the onset of the constant radius curve, as expected.

The controller that adopted the force allocation algorithm with ellipse constraints

commands only the tire forces that can be realized by the given actuation layout.

Therefore, tracking errors from this controller are not expected to show the specific

patterns explained above. While there is no guarantee that the wheels can realize the

desired tire force commands exactly due to several factors such as actuator delays, the

tracking errors in Figure 3.10b exhibits the expected behavior compared to the track-

ing errors in Figure 3.10a: the heading errors were oscillating around zero without a

specific pattern, and the magnitudes of both speed and heading errors were smaller

for the most of the traveled distance. It must be noted that the controller achieved

these improvements in tracking errors not by modifying the trajectory tracking con-

trol law or adjusting controller parameters but by only taking into account feasible

tire force regions in the optimal tire force allocation.



Chapter 4

Force Allocation on an Uneven

Road

Until now, the optimal tire force allocation has been discussed in a situation of driving

on a level road. However, actual roads are not perfectly flat and usually have some

non-zero degrees of bank and grade. Racing tracks sometimes introduce significantly

greater bank angles and steeper grades than public roads to challenge professional

drivers. Some parts of public roads also present relatively high levels of bank and

grade: for example, at highway entrance or exit ramps or on roads in hilly terrains.

Driving on these uneven roads affects the vehicle’s motion, mainly because the relative

direction of the gravitational force with respect to the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame

is changing and the normal force distribution becomes different from what it is on a

flat road.

Even under these conditions, operating a vehicle with the primary objective of

the optimal tire force allocation–keeping the same and minimal friction usage over

the four wheels–has the same advantage of preventing some tires’ earlier saturation.

To achieve this objective, this chapter presents a revised optimal tire force allocation

algorithm that can handle the effects of non-zero bank angles and grades of the road

on the vehicle’s motion. Section 4.1 analyzes what changes happen to the vehicle

dynamics and the normal force distribution when the vehicle is driving on a three-

dimensional road. Based on this analysis, a new formulation for optimal tire force

63
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allocation that takes into account topographical effects is presented. Section 4.2

explains how to create and use a map to allocate tire forces by interpolation when

a vehicle is driving on an uneven road. Under reasonable assumptions, a single map

can handle an arbitrary combination of non-zero bank angles and grades. Section 4.3

presents experimental results demonstrating the performance of the optimal tire force

allocation with topographical considerations when X1 is operated on a slanted surface.

4.1 Effects of driving on a non-level road

The assumption of a perfectly flat road results in no pitch/roll motions and no height

change of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame relative to an inertial earth-fixed coor-

dinate frame. Therefore, the vehicle’s motion in Chapters 2 and 3 can be described

by the equations of planar motion: only three equations for longitudinal, lateral, and

yaw motions. In these equations, the only external forces except the drag force are

longitudinal and lateral general axle forces of the four wheels as shown in (2.1) and

(2.2). The gravitational force acts only along the z axis; therefore, it does not appear

in the equations of motion.

If the vehicle is driving on a non-level road while all its tires are in contact with

the road, however, the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame experiences three-dimensional

motion. To describe this motion exactly, six equations of motion for full translational

and rotational movements of the vehicle are required along the x, y, and z axes

of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. Subosits and Gerdes [63] present these full

equations of motion for a bicycle model when the vehicle tracks a given path on a

three-dimensional road.

When the vehicle experiences three-dimensional motion, the gravitational force is

split into three components along the x, y, and z axes of the vehicle-fixed coordinate

frame. Accordingly, these components affect the vehicle’s motion and appear in the

equations of motion not only along the z axis but along the x and y axes as well.

This section shows how to calculate each component of the gravitational force

and derive the equations of motion and the expressions of the normal tire forces for

a four-wheel vehicle model on a non-level road. A new formulation for optimal tire
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force allocation using these equations is also presented.

4.1.1 Components of the gravitational acceleration

Because the components of the gravitational force are given by multiplying the com-

ponents of the gravitational acceleration by the vehicle mass, this section calculates

the components of the gravitational acceleration. The direction of the gravitational

acceleration lies along the z axis of an inertial earth-fixed coordinate frame. If this

direction does not align with the z axis of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame due to

the vehicle’s three-dimensional motion, the expression of the gravitational accelera-

tion in the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame has non-zero components along the x and

y axes. To calculate the component of the gravitational acceleration along each axis

of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame, the orientation of one frame with respect to the

other needs to be defined first.

In this section, the orientation of one frame with respect to the other is described

by a rotation matrix which, in turn, is defined by a set of Euler angles for a body-fixed

zyx rotation. These Euler angles are denoted by (ψ, θ, φ), where ψ is the yaw angle

for the rotation about the z axis, θ is the pitch angle for the rotation about the y

axis, and φ is the roll angle for the rotation about the x axis.

The rotation matrix from the inertial earth-fixed coordinate frame N to the

vehicle-fixed coordinate frame V , VRN, is given by the multiplication of the three

matrices as follows:

VRN =VRB ∗BRA ∗ARN (4.1)

where the three matrices on the right side of the equation describe the body-fixed

rotations along x̂, ŷ, and ẑ, respectively. Then these matrices are:

VRB =


1 0 0

0 cosφ sinφ

0 − sinφ cosφ

 (4.2)
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BRA =


cos θ 0 − sin θ

0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ

 (4.3)

ARN =


cosψ sinψ 0

− sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

 (4.4)

where A and B are intermediate coordinate frames after each successive rotation.

Once the rotation matrix is determined, the scalar components of the gravitational

acceleration gx, gy, and gz are calculated by multiplying the rotation matrix by the

gravitational acceleration in the inertial earth-fixed coordinate frame as follows:
gx

gy

gz

 = VRN


0

0

−g

 (4.5)

where g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration.

4.1.2 Equations of longitudinal, lateral, and yaw motion

In this section, all the tires of the vehicle are assumed to stay in contact with the

road, and all the contact points between the tires and the road are assumed to be on

the plane that is parallel to the xy-plane of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. These

assumptions are reasonable because the scale of the topographical changes in public

roads is generally much larger than the wheelbase and the track width of the vehicle.

Longitudinal and lateral general axle forces at each contact point are also assumed

to be on the xy-plane of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. Under this assumption,

only longitudinal and lateral (not normal) general axle forces are involved in the new

equations of longitudinal, lateral, and yaw motions in three-dimensional space as they

are in the equations in two-dimensional space (2.1) and (2.2). Unlike these equations,

however, the new equations for longitudinal and lateral motions have extra terms

to reflect non-zero components of the gravitational force along the x and y axes of
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the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. The equations of longitudinal, lateral, and yaw

motions in three-dimensional space are as follows:

NFV · vx = Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr +mgx (4.6)

NFV · vy = Fyfl + Fyfr + Fyrl + Fyrr +mgy (4.7)

NMV/Vcg · vz = a(Fyfl + Fyfr)− b(Fyrl + Fyrr) (4.8)

+ d/2(Fxfr + Fxrr)− d/2(Fxfl + Fxrl)

where NFV and NMV/Vcg are the effective force and moment about the center of

gravity of the vehicle, respectively, and vi (i ∈ [x, y, z]) is a unit vector along each

axis of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame.

4.1.3 Equations of vertical, pitch and roll motion

Because all the tires of the vehicle are assumed to stay in contact with the road, the

pitch and roll motions of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame are mainly induced by the

changes of bank and grade of the road. If the changes of bank and grade along a given

path are gradual, which is true for public roads, angular velocities and accelerations

for the pitch and roll motions can be assumed to be zero. In other words, the pitch

and roll motions can be assumed to be in quasi-static equilibrium.

Under this assumption, the angular velocity of the vehicle becomes simply rvz,

and the moment of effective force of the vehicle about the center of gravity is as

follows:
NMV/Vcg = Izṙvz. (4.9)

Also, the effective force of the vehicle can be expressed as follows:

NFV = maxvx +mayvy +mazvz (4.10)

where ai (i ∈ [x, y, z]) is the vehicle’s acceleration at the center of gravity along each

axis of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame. Substituting the effective force and moment

terms in (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) for the expressions in (4.9) and (4.10) makes the left
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sides of the equations max, may, and Izṙ, respectively

For the vertical and pitch motions, normal tire forces as well as longitudinal general

axle forces are involved in the equations of motion. Therefore, solving these equations

for the normal forces and applying the solution to a weight transfer model gives the

expressions for normal tire forces on three-dimensional roads. The effect of weight

transfer is modeled in the same way as it was in Section 2.3.2: the vehicle is assumed

to behave like a rigid body along the longitudinal direction and to act according to

the static roll model along the lateral direction.

The equations of vertical and pitch motions are as follows:

NFV · vz = Fzfl + Fzfr + Fzrl + Fzrr +mgz (4.11)

NMV/Vcg · vy = a(Fzfl + Fzfr)− b(Fzrl + Fzrr) + hcg(Fxfl + Fxfr + Fxrl + Fxrr). (4.12)

Applying (4.9) and (4.10) to the effective force and moment terms in (4.11) and

(4.12) makes the left sides of the above equationsmaz and 0, respectively. By replacing

two individual normal tire force variables on the same axle with one combined normal

tire force variable on that axle, and replacing the sum of the longitudinal tire forces

in (4.12) with the expression in (4.6), equations (4.11) and (4.12) can be solved for

the normal tire forces of the front and rear axles Fzf and Fzr as follows:

Fzf = m

{
b(az − gz)− hcg(ax − gx)

L

}
Fzr = m

{
a(az − gz) + hcg(ax − gx)

L

}
.

(4.13)

For the analysis of roll motion, the vehicle-body roll and the resulting lateral

weight transfer are considered together through the static roll model. Under the

assumption of quasi-static equilibrium, the static vehicle-body roll angle φv on a

three-dimensional road is derived as follows:

φv =
mshl(ay − gy)

kφ −mshl(az − gz)
. (4.14)

While (4.13) and (4.14) have a form similar to (2.12) and (2.13), the vehicle
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and gravitational acceleration terms in (2.12) and (2.13) are adjusted to account

for the changes in the components of the gravitational acceleration and the vertical

acceleration of the vehicle.

Once the static roll angle is determined, the amount of the lateral weight transfer

on each axle is derived as follows:

∆Fzf =
1

d
{kφfφv + hf(Fyfl + Fyfr)}

∆Fzr =
1

d
{kφrφv + hr(Fyrl + Fyrr)}.

(4.15)

Finally, the normal force of each wheel is described with the derived terms in

(4.13) and (4.15):

Fzfl = Fzf/2−∆Fzf

Fzfr = Fzf/2 + ∆Fzf

Fzrl = Fzr/2−∆Fzr

Fzrr = Fzr/2 + ∆Fzr.

(4.16)

4.1.4 Optimization formulation with topographical consider-

ations

Rearranging (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) gives the sum of general axle forces and the yaw

moment by these forces about the center of gravity as follows:

Fx,total = max −mgx

Fy,total = may −mgy

Mz,total = Iz ṙ.

(4.17)

For trajectory tracking, ax, ay, and ṙ can be regarded as the desired linear and

angular accelerations of the vehicle that are necessary to track a desired trajectory

at a certain instance. Then max, may, and Izṙ become control forces and moment at

and around the center of gravity for trajectory tracking. In Section 2.2, these control

forces and moment are calculated by the feedforward-feedback control scheme using
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the vehicle states and the trajectory information.

For planar motion, the control forces and moment equal the sum of the general

axle forces and the yaw moment by these forces about the center of gravity Fx,total,

Fy,total, and Mz,total. However, (4.17) indicates that the x and y components of the

gravitational force have to be compensated for by forces on the tires to achieve the

desired linear accelerations for the vehicle’s three-dimensional motion.

Once the values of the vertical acceleration of the vehicle az and gi (i ∈ [x, y, z]) are

measured or calculated, (4.17) and (4.16) give Fx,total, Fy,total, Mz,total and the normal

tire forces Fzi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]) for the vehicle driving on a three-dimensional road.

Then the convex feasibility problem (3.12) and Algorithm 2 can be used without any

changes for the optimal tire force allocation on a road with changing geometry.

4.2 Interpolation for optimal allocation on a three-

dimensional road

In the experiments discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, solving an optimization problem in

real time is replaced by an interpolation using a single map that is calculated off-line.

What makes this replacement possible is that the dimension and size of the map are

kept in reasonable ranges for the actual implementation of the control system because

the number of inputs for the interpolation is relatively small and the values of those

inputs are constrained in certain ranges.

To apply the same interpolation technique for optimal tire force allocation on a

three-dimensional road, it is necessary to calculate a new map by solving the op-

timization formulation in Section 4.1.4. As explained in that section, the vertical

acceleration of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame az and the three components of the

gravitational acceleration gi (i ∈ [x, y, z]) are necessary to determine the terms in the

constraints of the optimization: the total longitudinal/lateral forces Fx,total/Fy,total,

the total yaw moment Mz,total, and the normal tire forces Fzi (i ∈ [fl, fr, rl, rr]).

A straightforward way to handle this situation is to create a map that adopts az

and gi (i ∈ [x, y, z]) as the additional four inputs for the interpolation. Including the
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existing four inputs for the interpolation map explained in Section 3.4.2, the total

number of inputs for the interpolation becomes eight. This increase of inputs results

in a large map that will consume significant memory of the control system. To make

the interpolation technique practical, it is necessary to keep the size of the map used

for the interpolation as small as possible. Through the analysis of this section, the

total number of inputs is reduced to five.

The rest of this section presents how to replace solving an optimization problem

with an interpolation for the situation in which the vehicle is driving on a three-

dimensional road. Owing to the characteristics of the equations in Section 4.1, it is

possible to consider the topographical effects on the vehicle dynamics with a reduced

number of variables. Moreover, the optimized solutions for different inputs are pro-

portional to each other if those inputs are proportional to each other. Using these

characteristics, the optimal tire force allocation on a three-dimensional road can be

handled by the interpolation using a map with a reduced number of inputs.

4.2.1 Vertical scaling factor

On a flat road, the sum of the normal tire forces equals the multiplication of the ve-

hicle’s mass by the gravitational acceleration. On a three-dimensional road, however,

the sum of the normal tire forces equals the multiplication of the vehicle’s mass by the

sum of the component of the gravitational acceleration and the vehicle’s acceleration

along the z axis of the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame as in (4.11).

The vertical scaling factor w is defined as the ratio of the sum of the normal tire

forces on a three-dimensional road to the sum of the normal tire forces on a flat road

as follows:

w =
m(az − gz)

mg

=
az − gz

g
.

(4.18)
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4.2.2 Similarity between optimized solutions

To simplify the analysis for now, the convex feasibility problem without limited-

actuation constraints (2.17) is considered here. In the optimization with this feasi-

bility problem, only total force and moment demands are regarded as three inputs

as explained in Section 2.5.2, and a body-roll angle φv is assumed to be a dependent

variable that is determined from a given total lateral force as in (2.13). However,

it is possible to treat the body-roll angle as an independent variable and an ad-

ditional input. Then the set of inputs for the convex feasibility problem becomes

(Fx,total, Fy,total,Mz,total, φv).

When w = 1, a specific set of total demands and a body-roll angle is denoted with

the superscript 0 as follows:

(F 0
x,total, F

0
y,total,M

0
z,total, φ

0
v),

and the corresponding set of optimized general axle forces at the tires is also denoted

with the superscript 0 as follows:

{(F 0
xi, F

0
yi)| i = fl, fr, lr, rr}.

In contrast, when w 6= 1, the value of w is denoted as w∗, and a set of the inputs is

denoted with the same superscript as follows:

(F ∗x,total, F
∗
y,total,M

∗
z,total, φ

∗
v).

The hypothesis is that the optimized solution for (F ∗x,total, F
∗
y,total,M

∗
z,total, φ

∗
v) is

{w∗(F 0
xi, F

0
yi)| i = fl, fr, lr, rr} if there is the following proportional relationship between

the two sets of inputs:

(F ∗x,total, F
∗
y,total,M

∗
z,total, φ

∗
v) = w∗(F 0

x,total, F
0
y,total,M

0
z,total, φ

0
v). (4.19)

If this hypothesis is true, it is not necessary to solve the optimization problem for the
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Figure 4.1: The proportional relationship (i.e. similarity) between the optimal solu-
tions to the proportional inputs

case when w 6= 1. Once the optimized solutions for the case when w = 1 are calcu-

lated, an optimized solution for a set of inputs when w 6= 1 can be simply determined

by finding the optimized solution when w = 1 for the set of inputs multiplied by 1
w∗

and multiplying that solution by w∗. Figure 4.1 graphically shows this process.

The proof of this hypothesis can be done by showing that the optimized solutions

for the two sets of inputs with the relationship in (4.19) actually have the proportional

relationship. The feasibility problem for the set of inputs (F ∗x,total, F
∗
y,total,M

∗
z,total, φ

∗
v)

is as follows:
find {(Fxi, Fyi) | i = fl, fr, lr, rr}

subject to
√
Fxi

2 + Fyi
2 ≤ k0µF

∗
zi∑

i
Fxi = F ∗x,total∑
i
Fyi = F ∗y,total∑
i
Mzi = M∗

z,total

(4.20)

where F ∗zi is the normal tire force for the given body-roll angle φ∗v.

F ∗zi can be expanded using the equations for longitudinal and lateral weight transfer

in (4.13) and (4.15). For example, the normal tire force for the front left tire is as
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follows:

F ∗zfl = F ∗zf −∆F ∗zf

= m

{
b(az − gz)− hcg(ax − gx)

L

}
− 1

d
{kφfφ

∗
v + hf(Fyfl + Fyfr)}

= −mb
L

(gz − az)−
hcg

L
F ∗x,total −

kφf

d
φ∗v −

hf

d
(Fyfl + Fyfr)

(4.21)

Here, new optimization variables (F ′xi, F
′
yi) are defined as follows:

(F ′xi, F
′
yi) =

1

w∗
(Fxi, Fyi). (4.22)

By replacing the variables in (4.21) with the relationships between variables in

(4.18), (4.19) and (4.22), the normal tire force for the front left tire is re-written as

follows:

F ∗zfl = −mb
L
w∗g − hcg

L
w∗F 0

x,total −
kφf

d
w∗φ0

v −
hf

d
w∗(F ′yfl + F ′yfr)

= w∗
{
−mb
L
g − hcg

L
F 0

x,total −
kφf

d
φ0

v −
hf

d
(F ′yfl + F ′yfr)

}
= w∗F 0

zfl.

(4.23)

where F 0
zfl is the normal tire force of the front left tire for the given body-roll angle

φ0
v. The same relationship can be found for the normal tire forces of the other three

tires. This result means that the normal tire forces for the two sets of inputs also

have the same proportional relationship.

After replacing the optimization and input variables using (4.19), (4.22) and
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(4.23), the feasibility problem can be re-written as follows:

find {(F ′xi, F
′
yi) | i = fl, fr, lr, rr}

subject to
√
F ′xi

2 + F ′yi
2 ≤ k0µF

0
zi∑

i
F ′xi = F 0

x,total∑
i
F ′yi = F 0

y,total∑
i
M ′

zi = M0
z,total.

(4.24)

The inputs for (4.24) are now (F 0
x,total, F

0
y,total,M

0
z,total, φ

0
v). Therefore, the corre-

sponding solution for the optimization variables (F ′xi, F
′
yi) is {(F 0

xi, F
0
yi)|i = fl, fr, lr, rr}.

From the relationship in (4.22), the optimized solution for the optimization vari-

ables (Fxi, Fyi) becomes {w∗(F 0
xi, F

0
yi)|i = fl, fr, lr, rr}. In other words, when the set

of inputs for optimization is (F ∗x,total, F
∗
y,total,M

∗
z,total, φ

∗
v), the optimized solution is

{w∗(F 0
xi, F

0
yi)|i = fl, fr, lr, rr}. This completes the proof of the hypothesis.

4.2.3 Interpolation using similarity

In the previous section, the proportional relationship (i.e. similarity) between the

solutions to the proportional inputs is proved only for the convex feasibility problem

without limited-actuation constraints. Therefore, it is necessary to check whether the

same similarity holds true for the convex feasibility problem with limited-actuation

constraints (3.12).

For a tire with the normal force Fz and the tire’s velocity vector along the x axis of

the vehicle-fixed coordinate frame, the ellipse approximation for the upper boundary

of the feasible tire force region is given by (3.4). The check for the similarity can be

done by comparing the following two upper boundaries of the feasible tire force regions

for a tire with the normal force F ∗z , which equals w∗Fz: the first upper boundary is

formed by the scaled general axle force (w∗Fx, w
∗Fy), which is denoted by (F ′x, F

′
y);

the second is formed by the ellipse approximation for F ∗z and the corresponding

limit slip angle α∗sl. If these two expressions are equal or nearly equal to each other,

(w∗Fx, w
∗Fy) becomes the feasible solution for the tire without the steering actuator.
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The equation for the first boundary is derived by replacing (Fx, Fy) in (3.4) with

( F
′
x

w∗
,
F ′y
w∗

) and rearranging (3.4) gives

F ′x = −µF ∗z sin(αsl) + µF ∗z sin(αsl)

√
1−

(
F ′y

µF ∗z cos(αsl)

)2

. (4.25)

The equation for the second boundary is derived by replacing Fz and αsl in (3.4)

with F ∗z and α∗sl as follows:

Fx = −µF ∗z sin(α∗sl) + µF ∗z sin(α∗sl)

√
1−

(
Fy

µF ∗z cos(α∗sl)

)2

. (4.26)

The only difference between (4.25) and (4.26) is the limit slip angle. To give a

sense of how different the boundaries given by (4.25) and (4.26) are, the coordinates

of the right vertices on the semi-major axes of these two boundaries are compared.

These coordinates are (−µF ∗z sin(αsl), µF
∗
z cos(αsl)) and (−µF ∗z sin(α∗sl), µF

∗
z cos(α∗sl)),

respectively. Using the example values for Fz = 5000N and w∗ = 0.75 and (3.11),

the values of the coordinates become about (-577N, 3135N) and (-634N, 3127N),

respectively. Compared to the length of the semi-major axis, the difference between

these two points is very small even when w∗ = 0.75, i.e. when the total normal force

is reduced by 25%. As a result, the proportional relationship between the solutions

to the proportional inputs can be assumed to be valid also for the convex feasibility

problem with limited-actuation constraints.

The diagram in Figure 4.2 shows how the optimal set of general axle forces are

calculated by the interpolation using the proof for the similarity in Section 4.2.2 and

this section. The measurements of Euler angles (ψ, θ, φ) and the vehicle’s vertical

acceleration az give the components of the gravitational acceleration (gx, gy, gz) and

the vertical scaling factor w using (4.5) and (4.18). The total force demands from

the trajectory tracking module Fx,total and Fy,total are adjusted to compensate for the

components of the gravitational force. The body roll angle φV can be calculated by

(4.14) or estimated real-time [53].

Once all the inputs for the interpolation are determined, these inputs except the
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Figure 4.2: Interpolation for the optimal tire force allocation on a three-dimensional
road by using the reference map when w = 1.
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angle of the front tires’ velocity vector α0,f are scaled by 1/w. Then, the solution

from the interpolation using the reference map is scaled by w, and this scaled solution

becomes the optimal set of general axle forces on a three-dimensional road.

4.3 Experiments

Experiments using the X1 research vehicle were conducted to validate the perfor-

mance of optimal tire force allocation in which topographic effects are taken into

account. In this chapter, the task chosen for the validation was to track a given

trajectory near the limits of handling on an uneven surface. The trajectory was con-

structed in the same manner as it was in the experiments discussed in Chapter 2 and

Chapter 3: the path profile gives only desired x and y positions of a vehicle. However,

unlike in the experiments discussed in the previous chapters–which were conducted

on relatively flat surfaces–the new test site exhibits topographic characteristics that

cannot be ignored. If X1 drives on this site, this road topography affects X1’s motion

as explained in Section 4.1.

While trying to track the same trajectory designed for a flat road, one of the two

controllers that operated X1 during the experiment adopted a new module for the

optimal tire force allocation which accounts for the topographic effects, whereas the

other controller continued to use the optimal tire force allocation module developed

in Chapter 3. Comparing trajectory tracking performances from the two controllers

demonstrated the effectiveness of the optimal tire force allocation accounting for the

topographic effects.

4.3.1 Test site and trajectory descriptions

The test site was a skidpad at Thunderhill Raceway Park. This skidpad is a paved

rectangular open area that has an overall constant slope of about 2.5 degrees.

The geometric path was constructed to have the same three segments of a racing

line as the trajectories in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 had. However, the path used in

this chapter had a longer constant radius curve segment, as shown in Figure 4.3. The
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desired speed was set to be constant (13.6 m/s) for the entire path except for the

segment e, and this resulted in the desired lateral acceleration of X1 in the constant

radius (22.5 m) curve at 0.98 µg, which made X1 operate almost at the limits of

handling. In other words, X1 drove a long constant radius and speed curve.

The purpose of this trajectory design is to make X1 experience various combina-

tions of bank angles and grades as it tries to maintain the constant radius turn at

high acceleration. Even though the skidpad has a constant slope, the bank angle and

grade vary according to X1’s relative heading with respect to the downhill direction.

When the path length is 140.5 m, the tangent of the constant radius curve becomes

perpendicular to the downhill direction. This point is the lowest point of the curve,

and the bank angle reaches its maximum at this point and equals the slope angle if

X1’s heading tracks the tangent of the path.

4.3.2 Handling total demands exceeding vehicle’s friction ca-

pability

In the feasibility problem equations (2.17) and (3.12) for the optimal tire force allo-

cation, the equality equations between total demands and general axle forces (2.1)

are set as hard constraints. In other words, the optimal tire force allocation assumes

that total demands can always be achieved by a set of general axle forces within the

tires’ friction limits and feasible force regions.

When a vehicle operates almost at the limits of handling–as in the experiment

discussed in this chapter whose trajectory is designed to operate X1 at the accelera-

tion of 0.98 µg–driving without any tracking errors already brings the tires close to

saturation. Because the total demand calculation by the trajectory tracking control

module relies on only tracking errors and their changes and does not consider the

vehicle’s friction capability, even small perturbations of trajectory tracking can make

calculated total demands exceed the range that can be achieved by general axle forces

within the tires’ friction limits and feasible force regions. In this case, the current

algorithm for the optimal tire force allocation cannot find a solution that satisfies the

equality constraints (2.1).
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Figure 4.4: Scaling down general axle forces that exceed tire’s estimated friction
capability

Even in this situation, however, the optimal tire force allocation has to calculate a

set of general axle forces to operate the vehicle. One method to handle this problem

consists of two parts: First, the optimal tire force allocation assumes that the tires

have more friction than originally estimated and finds a set of general axle forces that

satisfies the equality constraints (2.1). This is done by relaxing the tires’ friction limit

constraints, i.e., allowing the initial khigh in Algorithm 1 to be larger than 1. Second,

the general axle forces that exceed the original estimations of the tires’ friction limits

are scaled down by being multiplied by their friction usage, as shown in Figure 4.4.

This scaling is necessary because the inputs of the actuator command calculation

module, which are the general axle forces from the optimal tire force allocation, have

to be within the tires’ friction limits.

While it is inevitable that some portions of total demands exceeding the vehicle’s

friction capability cannot be achieved physically, the method proposed above can find

a solution to the excessive total demands with only minimal changes of the existing

controller structure and the optimization algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Lateral, speed, and heading tracking errors from the force allocation
without topographical considerations

4.3.3 Results

For this section, the controller that adopted the force allocation algorithm without

topographical considerations is denoted Controller A, and the controller that adopted

the force allocation algorithm with topographical considerations is denoted Controller

B. Figure 4.5 shows tracking errors along the path segment c (the constant radius

curve) from Controller A. As X1 approached the lowest point of the curve, where

the path length is 140.5 m, the heading error started to sharply increase. Once the

value of the heading error reached 19.5 degrees, it began to decrease. The speed

error also started to grow from the point where the heading error began to increase.

The lateral error remained near zero for most of the traveled distance but eventually

became large, too.

In terms of the vehicle motion, X1 rotated to the inside and then to the outside

of the curve. It finally deviated from the desired path to the outside by more than

1 m. At this point, the autonomous driving mode was turned off according to the
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driver’s judgment. As a result, X1 with Controller A was not able to complete a

turn. Because the objective of minimizing all three tracking errors became invalid as

the heading error started to sharply increase, the analysis below for the experimental

results from this controller investigates only the region up to the point at which the

heading error reached its positive maximum and explains why this deviation from the

desired trajectory developed initially.

Tracking errors from both controllers along the path segment c are plotted in Fig-

ure 4.6. Both controllers exhibited a similar level of small tracking errors until the

point at which the heading error of Controller A began to increase. After this point,

however, the two controllers showed very different behaviors. While the heading error

of Controller A kept on increasing up to 19.5 degrees as explained above (Figure 4.6a),

the heading error of Controller B increased only slightly to 1.5 degrees (Figure 4.6b).

As Figure 4.6b also shows, the lateral and speed errors were kept almost constant at

about 30 cm and 0.2 m/s, respectively, once they reached a steady state. Their max-

imum magnitudes did not exceed 35 cm and 0.24 m/s, respectively. In other words,

while X1 with Controller A rotated to the inside of the curve, X1 with Controller B

could successfully track the desired trajectory.

In Figure 4.6a, the lateral and speed errors of Controller A became smaller as X1

approached the lowest point of the curve. This is because the longitudinal and lateral

components of the gravitational force directly affected the longitudinal and lateral

motions of X1. Because X1 headed downhill and turned left while approaching the

lowest point of the curve, the positive longitudinal and negative lateral components

of the gravitational force made X1 accelerate forward and to the outside of the curve.

These additional accelerations temporarily helped to reduce both tracking errors.

However, the changes of the tracking errors induced by the gravitational force also

affected the total demand calculation. For Controller A, the feedforward portion of

the total lateral force demand for a constant radius turn is constant. Positive lateral

error in a left turn indicates that X1 is inside of the desired curve, and the trajectory

tracking control module commands negative lateral force for the proportional feedback

portion of the lateral error tracking control. If the positive lateral error of Controller

A gets close to zero, the proportional feedback lateral force also gets close to zero.
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Figure 4.6: Lateral, speed, and heading tracking errors. (a) From the force allocation
without topographical considerations. (b) From the force allocation with topograph-
ical considerations.
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At the same time, the trajectory tracking control module tries to resist the negative

derivative of the lateral error, or the tendency for X1 to slide outside of the turn by

commanding positive lateral force for the derivative feedback portion of the lateral

error tracking control. As these feedback portions are added to the positive constant

feedforward lateral force for a left turn, the total lateral force demand is expected to

keep increasing if the positive lateral error decreases.

Figure 4.7 shows total force and yaw moment demands from both controllers. The

total lateral force demand of Controller A actually kept increasing as X1 approached

the lowest point of the turn and as the positive lateral error decreased. Eventually,

the total lateral force demand exceeded X1’s available total friction.

The total lateral force demand for Controller B also increased as X1 approached

the lowest point. However, the total lateral force demand of Controller B was always

lower than that of Controller A and X1’s friction capability. This is because the

lateral error of Controller B stayed almost always at a constant positive value, and

the feedback portions of the total lateral demand remained constant accordingly. The

slight increase was due to the gravitational force compensation, and this compensation

prevented the components of the gravitational force from affecting the motion of X1

and made the lateral error stay constant.

Because X1 cannot generate tire forces more than its friction limit, the total

demands that exceeded X1’s friction limit saturated some tires. The excessive total

demands of Controller A generated the tire force commands that exceed the rear

tires’ friction limits, and those tire force commands were scaled down as explained in

Section 4.3.2. Accordingly, the friction usages of the rear wheels reached 1 at around

the lowest point of the curve, as shown in Figure 4.8, which means that they fully

consumed their estimated friction capability. As a result, the rear wheels could not

achieve some longitudinal and lateral forces commanded. These missing tire forces

resulted in a portion of the total yaw moment demand from the rear wheels not being

realized, and made X1 lose the moment balance between the front and rear axles and

start to rotate rapidly.
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Figure 4.8: Friction usages from the two different force allocations, one without and
one with topographical considerations. (a) Front left tire. (b) Front right tire. (c)
Rear left tire. (d) Rear right tire.
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Conclusion

Ensuring safety is a primary concern for all automobiles. One measure to address this

concern is to increase maneuverability of a vehicle near the limits of handling. As the

vehicle gains more maneuverability, it can avoid adverse driving conditions or execute

emergency maneuvers more safely. The developments of actuating technology enable

many active safety systems to improve automobile maneuverability near the limits of

handling by managing the traction of the four tires efficiently.

This dissertation presents an approach to optimally allocate tire forces for an

over-actuated vehicle that has four-wheel independent steering, driving, and braking

actuators. This abundant actuating capability gives the vehicle the authority to

generate any sets of tire forces within the tires’ friction limits. The optimal tire

force allocation in this dissertation achieves two basic objectives: to keep the friction

usages of the four tires equal and to minimize that common friction usage as much as

possible. The mathematical algorithm for solving this optimization is formulated as a

convex optimization problem (not a non-convex optimization problem with a complex

cost function) by constructing the algorithm from the convex feasibility problem and

the bisection method. This approach for the optimal tire force allocation prevents

understeer and oversteer near the limits of handling by utilizing the tires’ friction

capabilities only to the extent necessary.

The basic framework of the optimal tire force allocation can handle real-world

situations with slight modifications. Implementing all three actuators at all four

88
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wheels is technically challenging and costly, and therefore even a research vehicle used

in this dissertation has some limitations on actuation. This limited actuation affects

the feasible tire force region that is achievable by a given actuation layout. A simple

ellipse approximation can successfully describe the boundary of the feasible tire force

region for a tire with steering and braking actuators only, even without having advance

knowledge of steering angles, and can be easily adopted as an additional constraint

for the convex optimization formulation of the optimal tire force allocation. The

resulting solution from the optimization gives a set of tire forces that can be actually

generated by the given actuation layout. Because real-world roads are not perfectly

flat, the optimal tire force allocation also needs to handle topographical effects on

the vehicle dynamics. This is done by accounting for the effects of the components of

the gravitational force on total demand and normal force calculations. Experimental

results for trajectory tracking on a slanted road demonstrates the performance of the

optimal tire force allocation with topographical considerations.

The optimal tire force allocation can serve as a module for controllers with any

vehicle control objectives. Because the main inputs of the optimal tire force allocation

are general control force and moment at and around the center of gravity of the vehi-

cle, a specific vehicle control objective can be achieved by applying the control force

and moment that regulate vehicle motion in a desired way. In this dissertation, the

vehicle control objective is autonomous trajectory tracking. The trajectory tracking

module calculates the control force and moment for trajectory tracking that consist

of feedfoward and feedback portions, which are derived from desired trajectory infor-

mation and measured tracking errors, respectively. The controller that adopts this

trajectory tracking module and the optimal tire force allocation module demonstrates

its performance by tracking a trajectory successfully near the limits of handling.

5.1 Future work

The framework of the optimal tire force allocation presented in this dissertation can

be extended in several interesting directions.
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5.1.1 Solving the optimization problem in real time

In this dissertation, most of the control parameters are assumed to be known and

constant, and the vehicle operating conditions are also assumed to remain constant.

And these assumptions justify the interpolation using a map that replaces the on-

line optimization. However, there exist situations in which these assumptions do not

hold: the road surface condition can change significantly in a short period of time,

and a sudden failure of one of the actuators can happen. To handle these situation, it

would be greatly beneficial to solve the optimal tire force allocation in real time with

adjusted control parameters and constraints that reflect new operating conditions.

5.1.2 Identifying each tire’s friction limit in real time

The friction usage of each wheel, which is defined as the ratio of actual tire force

usage to maximum available friction capability, is the most important variable for

the optimal tire force allocation. Therefore, it is essential to calculate or estimate the

value of this variable accurately. While the actual tire force usage is easily identified

because it is the amount demanded by the controller, the maximum available friction

capability is not easily identified.

In this dissertation, it is assumed that the friction coefficient is constant for all

four wheels and the normal tire forces are calculated from the static roll model.

And the maximum available friction capability was calculated by multiplying these

values. These assumptions are valid for the experiments in this dissertation owing to

the static nature of the given trajectory and the tests on a well-paved dry asphalt.

However, these conditions will not be valid in many situations such as µ-split and

wet surface conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate these parameters in

real time. Combined with the on-line optimization implementation, the accurate

estimation of the maximum friction capability will greatly improve the performance

of the optimal tire force allocation.
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5.2 Outlook

Even in an era of autonomous driving, vehicles still have certain physical limits and

will encounter situations in which the vehicles must be operated near the limits of

handling. Increased capability for actuators, sensors, and computing power that

can execute intelligent integrated chassis control algorithms will keep expanding the

boundary of vehicle safety and maneuverability, thereby saving lives.
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